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Residents 70+ can register for 
vaccines this week: Region
York’s vaccine rollout 
continues quicker than 
Provincial plan

York Region residents born in 1951 or 
earlier can now book appointments for 
the COVID-19 vaccine.

York Region Public Health announced 
Monday it was opening up the vaccine 

program to a new age bracket on Monday 
after ending the week with nearly 80 per 
cent of  residents born in or before 1941 
receiving at least their first inoculation.

Opening the program to those aged 
70+ was effective Tuesday, March 23 at 
8.30 a.m., and these shots are presently 
available at several Regionally- and 
community-run clinics throughout 
York, including Newmarket’s Ray 
Twinney Complex, the Richmond 
Green Sports Centre in Richmond 
Hill, Markham’s Aaniin Community 

Centre and Cornell Community Centre, 
Vaughan’s Cortellucci Vaughan Hospital 
and Maple Community Centre and the 
Georgina Ice Palace.

With these latest developments, 
COVID-19 vaccinations are now 
available to those born in or before 1951, 
the highest-, very-, and high-priority 
health care workers as identified by 
Ontario’s Ministry of  Public Health; 
staff, essential caregivers and any 
residents that have not yet received 

Aurora marks  
one year since  
State of Emergency

Over the last twelve months, 42 
Aurora residents have lost their lives 
due to COVID-19.

It has been a year since our world 
was forever changed by the virus and a 
year of  pivoting and rebuilding.

There have been lessons learned, 
adjustments made, and programs 

Continued on page 7
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Home Sweet Home! 
And, the Safest Place to 
Be Now for Seniors!

Contact now Brian Porter, 
Director, Living Assistance 
Services, for advice and care 
at home at 416.483.0070

www.laservices.ca

Service 
with Trust 

and  
Integrity.

ERIC SKILLINS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

416.988.0209
DIRECT

AURORA’S TOP SALES PRODUCER*

LENARD@LINDREALTY.CA
905-841-0000
lindrealty.ca

Service with 
Professionalism

Based on IMS Statistics, Aurora Offices

jeffgordonproperties.com

 

Jeff Gordon
Sales Representative

Direct:  416 712-4071

Choosing  
the right  
realtor  
DOES  
make  
a difference

CHANGING FACE OF HOSPICE – A year of COVID-19 has significantly changed 
operations at Aurora’s Hope House Hospice. Here, Georgina, Tori, Jenny and Linda prepare a 
shipment of groceries for clients, a joint initiative between the Hospice and York Region Food 
Network. For more, see Page 19.                     Auroran photo by Glenn Rodger

905-751-0533|14-40 Englehard Dr.
NW. corner of Industrial Pkwy S.

www.barronshome.net

Barrons

BEST QUALITY 
at BEST PRICE
Order Now to Avoid Delays

Outdoor furniture by
crproducts.com 

905.727.4751
289 WELLINGTON STREET EAST, L4G 6H6, AURORA

AURORA WALK-IN STORE HOURS
Monday to Friday 8:00 - 6:00pm
Saturday 8:00 - 5:00pm    
Sunday 10:00 - 4:00pm

Monday to Friday 7:00am - 6pm
Saturday 8:00am - 5:30pm 
Sunday 10:00am - 4:00pm

CALL AHEAD 
PICK-UP ALSO AVAILABLE 

I’M HERE to safely serve you. Helping you is what we do.

Over 34 years  
experience in Aurora 

          SALES REPRESENTATIVE   905 717 0203 izzipopat.com   izzipopat@rogers.com

BUY WITH SUCCESS...
SELL WITH CONFIDENCE

Wellness Clinical Pharmacy

905-841-6088 

NEW FAMILY DOCTOR
COMING SOON

Located at 15450 Yonge Street in Aurora

905-727-8473  
180 Wellington St., East   AURORATIRE.CA  

Book Your 
Appointment Now

Book Your 

WE ARE OPEN
...to keep you on the road

HELLO, AURORA – Only time will tell what Library Square will ultimately be called once the downtown revitalization is completed, but the 
community can now get a flavour of things to come on the fencing that surrounds the site at Victoria and Church Streets. Above, Louise Dyer, Katrina 
Estacio and Phil Rose-Donahoe of the Town’s Library Square team, were on site Friday to raise specially-designed banners showcasing the themes driving the 
Square’s development. For more, see Pages 20 and 21.               Auroran photo by Brock Weir
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905-726-4762 • aurora.ca/cra • #AuroraCRA

Please note, we reserve the right to cancel, amend or change the program.

The Town of Aurora believes in recognizing citizens
who have made a positive impact and generously
contributed to the greater good of the community.

Do you know an individual, corporation 
or business who has...

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

given their own time for the benefit of others?
gone the extra mile in supporting our community?
made Aurora a better place to live?

Download a nomination form at aurora.ca/cra

NOMINATIONS WILL BE
ACCEPTED UNTIL

FRIDAY, APRIL 2, 2021

AWARDS
RECOGNITION
COMMUNITY

2021
AURORA’S

• Mom will have a fall again.
• She can’t remember her pills.
• She’ll forget to turn off the
  stove again.
• Mom thinks that she can still
  do everything by herself.
• Her memory is getting so
  much worse.
• I need more time with my own
  family and my life every day.
• She wants always to stay
  in her home.

Living Assistance Services can help you
right now at an affordable cost.

Minister of  Municipal Affairs Steve 
Clark has rejected calls from Mayor 
Tom Mrakas to revoke a Ministerial 
Zoning Order (MZO) issued last year 
that would redevelop Provincially-
owned lands on Bloomington Road 
near Yonge.

Clark’s word came as Council 
prepares to consider a motion from 
the Mayor next week calling on local 
lawmakers to voice their opposition to 
the plan, which would make way for a 
long-term care (LTC) residence and a 
housing development, and formally call 
on the Ministry to withdraw the order.

“The MZO was issued without prior 
consultation or support from the Town,” 
says Mayor Mrakas in his motion. “The 
land is already zoned institutional and 
a MZO is not required to achieve the 
purpose of  developing LTC.”

Official Plan Amendments, he notes, 
only allow for two housing units per 
gross acre for residential developments 
in the area, but the MZO would allow 
18 units per acre. 

“Our government has been clear that 
every MZO on non-provincially owned 
land has been at the request of  the local 
municipality,” Minister Clark wrote in 
a letter to Mayor Mrakas on Tuesday, 
which was also shared with the media 
by the department. “As you are aware, 
the Subject Lands are owned by the 
Province of  Ontario and therefore do 
not fall under this category.”

The Province, he said, has committed 
to building 30,000 new long-term care 
beds in the next decade and, in order 
to achieve this goal, surplus land owned 
by the Province is being “put out for bid 
with Infrastructure Ontario, alongside 
minimum numbers of  long-term care 
beds that must be included as any part 
of  a successful bid.”

“The subject lands have been 
identified as one such surplus property 
and we have put in place a requirement 
of  building a minimum of  128 long-
term care beds at the site,” wrote Clark. 
“At this time, the lands are still out for 
bid by Infrastructure Ontario and no 
final decisions have been made as to 
the future of  the property – with the 
exception of  the long-term care bed 
requirement.

“It is my understanding through 
the Provincial Land and Development 
Facilitator that the Town wanted to 
use these lands for soccer fields and/
or a sports complex. While I appreciate 
the importance of  good recreation 
facilities in Ontario’s municipalities, it 
is our commitment to leverage surplus 
provincial properties to accelerate 
provincial priorities – in this case the 
construction of  long-term care beds.

“I also recognize the importance of  
listening to local municipal councils, 

however I believe it is important to 
inform you that prior to the Council 
vote on the subject lands that, while any 
individual can make an application, I 
do not intend to initiate a revocation of  
the zoning order.”

Minister Clark’s letter, in turn, 
prompted a response from Mayor 
Mrakas, who said the letter clarifies that 
the Province did not consult with the 
Town prior to issuing the MZO.

“My view would be, just because you 
can, doesn’t mean you should,” wrote 
Mayor Mrakas. “We are pleased that 
this government recognizes the need for 
additional LTC beds. It’s unfortunate 
that it has taken so long for this matter 
to be recognized as a ‘provincial 
priority.’ A much-needed LTC facility 
should have been built years ago and 
our community would welcome it.

“However, as you know, the land for 
the LTC facility does not require any 
rezoning. It is already appropriately 
zoned for that use and can be built 
immediately. Aurora would certainly do 
its part to facilitate speedy approvals so 
construction for a much-needed LTC 
facility could begin quickly. Our concern 
is that rezoning the rest of  the land to 
allow for a potential eight-fold increase 
in housing density does not align with 
our Official Plan. Our community 
feels strongly any development should 
be a natural extension of  the existing 
community and not a source of  revenue 
for the Province.”

The Mayor went on to state that 
there was “no confusion” in Aurora on 
the “purpose and impact” on the MZO.

“Through my many conversations 
with the Premier, I have repeatedly 
indicated that I am available for a 
discussion on this important matter 
any time. It has always been my hope 
that we could find a mutually beneficial 
outcome that supports the Province’s 
desire to increase LTC beds yet respects 
the local Official Plan.”

Minister rejects Mayor’s 
calls to revoke MZO on 
Bloomington lands
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Cautiously grasping optimistic straws
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Resident objects to  
sidewalk proposal

(An open letter to the Town)

Can you kindly explain why the Town 
believes a pedestrian sidewalk on the 
north side of  Metcalfe St. is necessary to 
link the Civic Square (Library Square) to 
Town Park? 

A sidewalk already exists on the south 
side of  the same street capable of  doing 
the job. In addition, two public sidewalks 
also exist on Mosley Street linking the 
Civic Square to Town Park as well. The 
Mosley south sidewalk links up to the 
walkway leading into Town Park on the 
north side of  the park by the bandshell. 
There is no walkway leading into Town 
Park on the south side of  the park 
due to the present baseball diamond, 
surrounding fence, and baseball dugouts. 
We thought the new plan for Town Park 
would keep the baseball diamond where 
it is - has that now changed too?

Prior to the summer of  1984, Metcalfe 
Street was an unpaved roadway with soft 
gravel shoulders. The road and shoulder 
were regularly oiled to keep dust down. 
Wells Street, prior to 1983, was also an 
unpaved roadway with a dirt pathway for 
pedestrians. Wells St. was paved with a 
new cement sidewalk installed along the 
east side of  our property in 1983, resulting 
in our cedar hedge being removed.

Before construction on Metcalfe 
commenced, the residents were called to 
view the plans and make comments.

The new cement sidewalk for Metcalfe 
was to be placed on the south side of  the 
street which would encroach significantly 
on the front lawns of  our neighbours. 
We all suggested the sidewalk should 
go on the north side of  the road (as the 
municipality is now planning) because 
it would only affect Trinity Anglican 
Church, their manse property, and one 
residential property - ours.

We agreed it was the right thing to do 
considering the public school (Wells St 
P.S.) was on the same side as our property - 
children would not have to cross the street 
to get to the school. By making this change 
it would leave the majority of  Metcalfe 
residential lawns and gardens intact. 
However, the municipality informed us 
the sidewalk placement had to conform 
to the bylaw which is why we ended up 
with 12-plus extra feet of  public property 
to take care of, while our neighbours lost 
most of  their lawn and gardens as well as 
privacy.

Have the bylaws now changed to allow 
for a north sidewalk on Metcalfe? Please 
provide any and all municipal bylaw 
amendments to show it is now feasible to 
build a sidewalk on the north side - even 
only a block in length.

Although grass was laid on the new 
public portion of  our side yard, (north 
side of  Metcalfe) due to the depth of  
gravel and oil over years of  vehicle use, 
the grass rapidly died. Our family spent 
considerable time and expense trucking in 
compost over many years to build up the 
Town’s portion of  our property to sustain 
planted material. Eventually we were able 
to plant a perennial garden on the site.

Today the garden includes perennials, 
shrubs and understory trees enjoyed by 
many on their way to Town Park.

Our property also has a unique and 
distinct feature not seen elsewhere in the 
older section of  the Town – unusually 
large century-old Austrian Pine and 
Norway Spruce trees, planted before 
the Village and eventually Town was 
incorporated. To protect and honour our 
property’s natural heritage, we applied 
for and received Heritage Designation. 
Our property was designated Heritage 
through Ontario Heritage Trust in 
2008. The designation still stands. Has 
the municipality contacted the province 
about this sidewalk proposal as it will 

BROCK’S 
BANTER

Brock Weir

It is hard not to feel hopeful these 
days.

Sure, there are many challenges 
we collectively need to overcome, and 
there’s no use in enumerating them 
here, but the arrival of  this new season 
has all but made optimism unavoidable.

At this time last year, all our best laid 
plans for spring were upended. Some of  
our mainstays, such as the spring home 
shows which are particularly important 
for our local businesses, were postponed 
as organizers looked to retool them for 
the fall. You know, the autumn of  2020 
when we were sure to have squashed the 
curve by working together in the same 
direction. Needless to say, that particular 
kind of  autumn never happened.

At this time last year, we were 
beginning to settle in to what was going 
to be our state of  affairs for what we 
thought would only be a couple of  
further weeks, already getting bored with 
our indoor surroundings, surroundings 
which some of  us failed to give a second 
thought before, looking for things to do.

As we looked for things to do without 
going out our front doors, we did so 
mired in uncertainty: uncertainty over 
just what we were facing, uncertainty 
over our jobs and livelihoods, and, of  
course, uncertainty on whether or not 
we would wake up the next morning to 
news that a loved one was embarking 
on a terrifying health journey, the end 
of  which was equally uncertain and, at 
worst, unspeakable. 

For many of  us, it was a matter of  
living week to week, crossing the days 
off  on the calendar, each day down 
without a calamity counted as a win.

Now, we have different goalposts.
Although no method is foolproof, we 

more or less know the basics of  what we 
need to do to stay safe and healthy in our 
present environment. Job security might 
still, sadly, be a concern for many of  us, 
but the chances of  things changing at a 
dime without any sort of  notice seem 
much slimmer today. We know what the 
enemy is – and, most importantly, know 
much more about it. With each passing 
day, we have more and more tools in 
our respective arsenals to fight the fight, 
each injection given another stone on 

the road to a better future.
These thoughts rolled through 

my mind on a particularly reflective 
moment on Sunday afternoon.

Walking along a woodsy trail, with 
green moss underfoot, it was hard not 
to bask in the renewal all around us. 
People were coming out of  their homes 
to walk, jog or cycle with smiles wider 
than I had seen in quite some time. In 
my pre-COVID, perhaps more jaded 
days, these beaming grins may have 
been a cause for alarm, but it has been a 
long 12 months and quarantine changes 
a guy. But, I digress.

Gulping in the warm, fresh air, I took 
a moment to sit down on a weather-
beaten log to soak it all in.

A few cyclists passed; a family 
came by, leaves crunching underfoot 
while simultaneously camouflaging 
the slippery and treacherous mud 
underneath, chattering around what 
seemed to be an inside joke shared 
between parents and children, and there 
were plenty of  dogs to coo at as they 
went by with their owners – you know, 
in a way that isn’t as weird as it sounds.

And then along came Lyra.
I didn’t know her name at the time, 

but I could hear her coming. Off-leash 
but well-behaved, with a huff  and a puff  
that might have been an indicator of  the 
number of  turns she had taken around 
the sun, she sidled up with what could 
only be described as a grin.

Clamoring around my feet, she got 
herself  into prime position for a few 
gentle pets on the head and, as she did so 
and I felt her warm fur under my hand, 
the thought struck that it might also be a 
year since there was any opportunity to 
pet a new “dog friend” encountered on 
a neighbourhood stroll.

Although I admit I was probably 
caught off-guard and wasn’t completely 
COVID-conscious in that instance, 
it was a moment of  becoming re-
acquainted with a simple pleasure that 

I had come to miss.
I was buoyed by the experience – until 

Lyra revealed her true intentions and, 
following a few pets, absconded with a 
fallen branch I had been using for a few 
kilometres as a makeshift walking stick 
in the mud, bolting like lightning with it 
clenched in her mouth and leaving me 
feeling used. Well, not really, but it was 
still rude – and, again, I digress.

For an hour or so with feet meeting 
the damp earth, there seemed to be, if  
only for that time, a return to normalcy. 
We’ve had similar glimmers over the last 
few months, but this time a true return 
to some degree of  it seems within reach. 

To say that, however, almost feels 
like tempting fate – again, it has been a 
long 12 months – but we must remain 
vigilant, one off  those words that has 
become a COVID catch-all, until we’re 
at the finish line.

Despite hope the arrival of  spring 
and an unseasonable weekend warm 
spell has brought us, the reality is that 
we’re in a third wave and how we rise to 
the occasion is completely up to us.

In fact, it is incumbent upon us to 
give this some serious thought.

A recent survey from the Ontario 
Nurses’ Association has revealed 
troubling statistics from the frontlines, 
with many nurses and health care 
workers entering this third wave still 
reeling from the first and, in many 
cases, dealing on their own time with 
PTSD stemming from what they have 
experienced over the past year.

There is no rest for them as much as 
we enjoyed the sun over the weekend, 
feeling gloriously close to the finish line. 
With the arrival of  a third wave any 
respites that might have been in sight for 
them recently have moved a bit further 
out of  reach and we must do our part 
to ensure the finish line isn’t moved any 
further.

Even if  it means putting one’s guard 
up to passing pups. Particularly those 
four-leggers pretending to be your new 
friends, but are actually brazen and 
unconscionable confidence tricksters 
who only had one thing in mind. Give 
me twelve months. By that time I’ll be 
over my late, lamented walking stick.

We acknowledge the financial support  
of the Government of Canada
Funded by the  

Government  
of Canada

YEARS

Machell’s Corners
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As many of  you may know March 20 
marked the first day of  Spring. In many 
parts of  the world this day is celebrated 
festively to bid farewell to the past 
winter, and welcome new beginnings, 
filled with the promise of  a brighter 
and happier future.

As we welcome the beginning of  
Spring here in Ontario, there is nothing 
more important to our government than 
protecting the health and well-being of  
every Ontarian. With that said, we also 
have great cause to be optimistic as the 
light at the end of  the tunnel continues 
to get brighter every day.

This light got a little bit brighter on 
March 15 as our government launched 
the all-new Provincial Booking System 
and Customer Service Desk, to support 
COVID-19 vaccination appointment 
bookings at mass immunization clinics. 
While currently appointments are only 
available for those turning 75 or older in 
2021, both the online booking tool and 
call centre will be extended starting in 
April to include more age-based groups 
that are part of  Phase Two of  our 
government’s vaccine rollout plan. This 
new system has launched with great 
success thanks to collaborations from 
various ministries. On the very first 
day, over 133,000 doses of  the vaccine 
were booked through the system, that is 
nearly 185 appointments every minute. 
This exciting and promising new tool 
will help our government to continue 
to work with our partners, so that we 
can achieve our goal of  having vaccines 
available for every Ontarian who would 
like to be vaccinated.

While the new booking system 
certainly supports our mission, we 
have also taken additional measures to 
ensure that we achieve our objective as 
quickly and ethically as possible. For 
example, we have enabled more health-

care workers to be able to administer 
the vaccine, and collaborated with 
the pharmacy sector and primary 
care professionals to expand the 
number of  vaccination sites. Because 
of  the incredible achievements by our 
partners at all levels, and the countless 
people who are working tirelessly 
to carry out our bold immunization 
campaign, Ontario has reached an 
incredible milestone of  over 1,553,040 
administered doses of  the COVID-19 
vaccine. This achievement is truly a 
Team Ontario effort, and we have the 
incredible work of  our public health 
units, vaccination sites and other 
health-care partners to thank.

Ontario continues to lead the entire 
country in the number of  vaccine doses 
administered, and while it is important 
that we maintain an innovative 
approach and invest in the rollout 
of  vaccines, we cannot forget that 
all 444 municipalities in Ontario are 
experiencing challenging times. Our 
municipal partners rely on the support 
of  the provincial government to ensure 
their services continue uninterrupted. 
That is why to help our towns and 
cities address ongoing COVID-19 
related operating costs, we are investing 
$500 million in funding to support 
our local partners. Aurora will receive 
over $1.7 million in relief  from this 
investment, which will help our Town 
with the delivery of  critical services, 
keeping capital projects on track, and 
give the municipal government the 
flexibility and support it needs to be 

better equipped during the pandemic. 
Our government is also investing an 
additional $10.7 million to help service 
managers and Indigenous program 
administrators in York Region.

This funding is part of  the $765 
million investment we have made thus 
far under the Social Services Relief  
Fund (SSRF). The SSRF will allow our 
partners to acquire motel and hotel 
spaces to support physical distancing 
of  shelter residents, hire more shelter 
staff, purchase PPE, cleaning supplies, 
and add to rent and utility banks to 
prevent more people from becoming 
homeless. Now more than ever, we need 
to work together as a community, and 
as a province. All of  our efforts must be 
aimed towards helping to save the lives 
of  our most vulnerable, and protecting 
our frontline health-care heroes who 
continue to make sacrifices every day.

On that note, I would like to take this 
opportunity to remind all of  you to please 
continue to do your part to protect our 
community by following all public health 
guidelines and recommendations. This 
is our best defense against the virus 
while we wait for the arrival of  more 
vaccines from the federal government. 
As your representative in the Ontario 
Legislature, my staff  and I are here 
to serve you. If  you are a resident of  
Aurora – Oak Ridges – Richmond Hill 
and require assistance, please do not 
hesitate to contact my office with any 
inquiries you may have, and we will do 
everything in our power to assist you.

To book your vaccination 
appointment through the new portal, 
please visit ontario.ca/bookvaccine. If  
you still have a red and white health 
card, or require assistance with booking, 
call the Provincial Vaccine Information 
Line from Monday to Sunday 8:00am 
to 8:00pm at 1-888-999-6488. 

Let’s take a look at a few events of  
the past few months in Aurora through 
that well-known story telling device, 
the limerick.

New Dog Parks
New dog parks where canines  

    can chase
Was a concept all could embrace
But as to just where
Folks said “I don’t care
As long as it’s not near my place” 

Water Rates
Water rates applied in our Town 
Go up yearly making us frown
But cheers could be heard
When locals got word
Costs just went not up, but down

Beavers
In Aurora where beavers swam
They blocked our creek with a jam
But they weren’t trapped
Their wrists were just slapped
I guess Council does give a dam

Too Many Potholes
Each spring we are faced with defeat
By potholes that grow and repeat
With thousands to fill
What’d work better still
Is lowering the rest of  the street

Spring Cleaning  
& Three Bag Limit

Each spring to the curb you do haul
Bags of  junk to get rid of  it all
But taking just three 
Each time you will see
The pile won’t be gone until Fall

Coyote Sightings
Coyotes are seen on Town land
A concern I can’t understand
When they appear 
You’ve nothing to fear

‘Less they’ve Acme products in hand

The Town’s Main Intersection
Wellington and Yonge’s corners had
Four businesses which is not bad
But now we can see
That three lie empty
It’s a state that makes us all sad

The Groundhog Said…
“This year I don’t want to be mean
But no forecast of  mine’ll be seen
You can whinge and shout
But I won’t come out
Until I can get my vaccine” 

Major Projects to Have  
Public Art

To add art to all projects new
The Town has decided to do
Sculptures, murals galore, 
Carvings, paintings and more
But why not a cartoon or two?  

Feel free to e-mail Scott at: 
machellscorners@gmail.com

THIS WEEK’S POLL
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www.theauroran.com
Yes   No   Unsure

INSIDE 
AURORA

Scott Johnston

Should Aurora consider a new name for Library Square?
PREVIOUS POLL

The promise of  Spring has such a 
positive effect on our outlook. Even 
while we are practicing caution in 
our day-to-day activities, looking 
around there are signs of  optimism. 
If  you are keenly anticipating the 
opportunity to get up, get out and 
move, here’s a great idea: move your 
own way with the 2021 Nature’s 
Emporium Run for Southlake Virtual 
Challenge.

I am honoured to be Southlake 
Regional Health Centre’s 
Ambassador for this year’s Run. As 
an orthopaedic surgeon, I embrace 
the value this annual event brings 
both to Southlake and to participants.  
Funds raised by participants are 
essential to our ability to meet highest 
priority needs. Personally, in my role 
in orthopaedics I see daily the value 
of  mobility and health. The Run is a 
great way to kick-start our individual 
goals for getting active. While it has 
always been a lot of  fun, this year’s 
virtual event may just be the best 
race yet.

This past year has certainly been 
unique, and our community has 
proven itself  to be strong and resilient. 
To honour that, this year the Run for 
Southlake will also be unique. With 
our collective appetite to simply have 
some fun, this year’s 4-week virtual 
event, running from April 12 to May 
9, promises lots of  that.

Thanks to its virtual nature, 
there are plenty of  opportunities to 
participate your own way. Day, night, 
afternoon whenever you want, you 
set your own schedule. Plus, how and 
where you participate is also entirely 
your choice. Run, walk, bike, row, 
swim, jump rope, heck you could 
even hopscotch! Participate inside 
from the comfort of  your living 
room or your home gym, track your 
steps at work, or take it outside to 
the backyard, sidewalk, driveway, or 
hiking trail. How, when, where and 
for how long are all, virtually up to 
you.

The scope is also broader than 
ever. On-demand yoga, fitness, 
and Zumba classes, healthy living, 
meditation and mindfulness sessions, 
even cooking classes are all available. 
In the culminating event, during the 
final week you will complete your 
own customized distance goal.

Registration is $50 per person for 
all ages and includes a t-shirt, race 
medal, race kit bag with goodies, and 
access to a month full of  fun events. 
As always, you may participate as 
an individual, a family or as part of  
a larger team. Rally your friends, 
your co-workers, teammates, school 
buddies, family, or, in the brand-
new League of  Nations Community 
Challenge team category, create a 
virtual team of  people who identify 
with a cultural group or organization 
in the community. 

After an unprecedented year, 
community support is more important 
than ever. Now is the perfect time 
to contribute in a meaningful way 
and have fun while you’re at it. Visit 
www.runforsouthlake.ca for more 
information and to register.

Aurora Limericks 2021

Parsa’s 
Perspective

Michael Parsa, MPP 
Aurora-Oak Ridges-Richmond Hill

SOUTHLAKE
SNAPSHOT

By Dr. John Randle
Orthopaedic Surgery

Southlake Regional Health Centre

Every March 27, on Scribble Day, we are encouraged to embrace the simplicity and fun of drawing without restriction. Used by students in the mid-20th 
century, this yellow Dip Pen (86.28.14) was made in Drummondville, Quebec by Eagle. The mottled celluloid example (86.28.12) is, in fact, a combination 
mechanical pencil and fountain pen – with the nib under the cap. What looks like a red grease pencil (86.28.15) is, in fact, a “Klenzo” eraser – in case your 
scribble gets too extreme! We hope these three historic writing tools may spur you to pick up your own!

The Aurora  
Museum  

& Archives is 
celebrating…

Scribble Day!

Do you agree with the Province's  
plan to redevelop  

its Bloomington lands?
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CUSTOM NEW KITCHENS
PROFESSIONAL DESIGN SERVICES • PERSPECTIVE DRAWINGS 

CABINET REFACING
Servicing the GTA for 30 years

NEW KITCHENS
or REFACING

W KITCTCT HENS
OFF13%
OFF13%

Display Cabinetry 
For Sale
Cash and Carry

Display Cabinetry 
For Sale
Cash and Carry

Call or email us today 
905-954-0967  •  416-479-0415  •  705-797-4853  info@cabinetmagic.ca
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Visit Our Showroom 
1100 Gorham St. Unit #20, Newmarket

� e bi� ern�   �  poor quality is remembered long a er the swe	 n�   �  a low price has faded � om memory

BUY
Canadian!

Christine Elliott 
MPP - Newmarket-Aurora

 905-853-9889   1-800-211-1881  
 Christine.Elliottco@pc.ola.org   www.christineelliottmpp.ca

Help keep our community safe by continuing to follow public health advice. Learn more at Ontario.ca/COVIDresponse.

The best COVID-19 vaccine is the first one that is offered to you. 
All vaccines available in Ontario have been approved by Health 
Canada and are safe and effective. 

For the latest information on COVID-19 vaccines and Ontario’s  
vaccine distribution plan, visit Ontario.ca/COVIDvaccine.

Aurora marks one 
year since 
State of Emergency
launched to help the most vulnerable 
– and these are the successes the Town 
looked back on Friday to commemorate 
the one-year anniversary of  the 
municipality’s state of  emergency 
declaration.

“This has been a challenging year 
in any number of  ways and I think 
it is appropriate to mark one year 
to the day since enacting a State of  
Emergency ensuring we had the ability 
to effectively support residents and staff  
through the pandemic,” said Mayor 
Tom Mrakas in a statement. “Over the 
past year, despite operating remotely for 
an extended period of  time, the work 
didn’t stop and we safely maintained a 
large number of  services and programs 
to residents by focusing on remaining 
agile and keeping the overall wellbeing 
of  the community top of  mind.”

Among the actions taken by the 
Town to respond to the pandemic were 
a deferral of  tax payments to assist 
residents experiencing a loss of  income 
due to the pandemic and advocating for 
local businesses; reimagining traditional 
Town events like the Santa Under the 
Stars parade and Concerts in the Park 
programs so they could continue, albeit 
very differently, in accordance with 
Provincial guidelines, resulting in the 
Town hosting the very first in-person 
concert experience in Ontario since the 
start of  the pandemic; to granting patio 
extensions to give area restaurants a 
boost.

Additional measures included the 
expansion, continuation and invention 
of  virtual programs for all ages, 
including cooking lessons, creative 
projects, exercise and fitness programs 
and ensuring outdoor skating in 
parks could continue as planned and 
anticipated.

Regular work also continued at 
Town Hall including the reconstruction 
and resurfacing of  more than 10 lane 

kilometres of  roads and the issuing of  
990 building permits in 2020 alone.

“Our goal since declaring the State 
of  Emergency has been to balance 
quality of  life and livelihood with 
the health and safety of  our staff  
and citizens,” added Mayor Mrakas. 
“Now that we see light at the end of  
the tunnel, our ability to maintain this 
balance is a testament to the team 
effort of  the entire community. On 
behalf  of  Council, I want to recognize 
our residents’ and business owners’ 
resilience throughout this pandemic. 
We have all been impacted by the 
pandemic to varying degrees. Most 
importantly, our thoughts are with 
those who have lost friends, family, or 
livelihoods in the last year.”

Added CAO Doug Nadorozny: 
“This has been an unusual year for 
Aurora, as it has for municipalities 
across the country. Through it all, I 
have been proud of  the compassion, 
commitment, and adaptability of  
our staff. I want to thank all of  our 
employees – those working from home 
and those on the frontline – for their 
hard work and dedication.”

Since the start of  the pandemic, 
Aurora has seen a total of  1,066 cases 
of  COVID-19 as of  March 23.

There have been 980 recoveries and 
42 confirmed deaths attributed to the 
virus.

The 42nd fatality was reported by 
York Region Public Health on Monday, 
this time a 90-year-old woman who lost 
her fight against the virus on March 18. 
She died at Southlake Regional Health 
Centre after experiencing her first 
symptoms on March 13 and a positive 
test the following day. Her exposure 
was found to be a close contact.

44 cases remain active.
Of  the active cases, 37 are attributed 

to local transmission or close contact, 
4 to workplace cluster, and 3 to 
institutional outbreak.
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AURORA’S TOP SALES PRODUCER*

LENARD@LINDREALTY.CA
905-841-0000
lindrealty.ca

Service with 
Professionalism

Based on IMS Statistics, Aurora Offices

maria@trendsrealtyinc.com   •   jasmine@trendsrealtyinc.com

Maria Ongaro,
Broker

Offi  ce: 905-833-0111
Cell: 289-221-4564

Jasmine Smith,
Sales Rep.

Offi  ce: 905-833-0111
Cell: 416-993-7173

Continued on page 19

Service 
with Trust 

and 
Integrity.

ERIC SKILLINS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

416.988.0209
DIRECT

Service 
with Trust 

and 
Integrity.

ERIC SKILLINS
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

416.988.0209
DIRECT

jeffgordonproperties.com

 

Jeff Gordon
Sales Representative

Direct:  416 712-4071

The Right 
Agent 
Makes 
All The 
Difference!

OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN AURORA

BUY WITH SUCCESS...SELL WITH CONFIDENCE

SALES REPRESENTATIVE   905.717.0203   izzipopat.com   izzipopat@rogers.com

OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN AURORA

BUY WITH SUCCESS...SELL WITH CONFIDENCE

SALES REPRESENTATIVE   

555 William Graham Dr. Aurora, 
905.841.3434     

www.cafealexandra.ca

TAKE OUT & DELIVERY
We Cater Events & Take Reservations
Offering Vegan – Gluten Free Options

Mon–Sat 8AM to 5PM|Sun 9AM to 4PM

GREAT SAVINGS
at Aurora Home Hardware

289 Wellington St. E., Aurora  905-727-4751
Do it yourself, Doesn’t Mean Do it Alone. 

CLASSIC 
BRAND HANDLES 
& KNOBS INCLUDED

BUY NOW
AND SAVE

*Faucet extra

CLASSIC BRAND 
VANITIES 
AVAILABLE

BRAND NEW COLOURJAVA

JAVA
CLASSIC BRAND ALSO 

HAS A WIDE SELECTION 
OF QUARTZ VANITY 
TOPS & MIRRORS.

24” to 72” sizes available 

BRAND NEW COLOUR

By Brock Weir

The Town of  Aurora is pledging tax 
relief  for residents and businesses alike 
in response to the global COVID-19 
pandemic.

Aurora announced new measures on 
Friday, just three days before the Region 
of  York followed the Province – and 
the Town’s – lead in declaring a State of  
Emergency.

The move at the Regional level came 
Monday as local health services grappled 
with the fi rst positive case of  COVID-19 
acquired through local transmission 
(defi ned as individuals who did not have 
close contact with a travel-related case or 
any known case of  COVID-19), as well as 
the fi rst York Region case that ultimately 
proved fatal – a travel-related case of  a 
female from Markham in her 70s. 

“During these times of  uncertainty and 
rapid change our top priority has always 
been, and will remain, the health and safety 
of  those who call York Region home,” said 
York Region Chair Wayne Emmerson. 
“We are in unprecedented territory, but rest 
assured your government continues to take 
decisive and meaningful action to protect 
citizens, businesses and our Regional staff.

“York Region provides vital services 
to 1.2 million residents. To help mitigate 
the spread and ensure residents continue 
to receive critical public services, all non-
essential Regional employees who can work 
remotely will do so. Services essential to 
residents will continue. We are in changing 
and challenging times, but together we can 
fl atten the curve and keep our communities 
safe. When we all come together, we are 
stronger.”

The continued measures to help fl atten 
the curve, including the Province’s decision 
to close all workplaces not deemed essential 
on Monday afternoon, have proved 
challenging, and further measures at the 
municipal level are intended to help ease 
the burden.

 “During this diffi cult time, I have regularly 
been in touch with our community to listen 
and learn about the concerns that we now 

Region, 
Town declare 
Emergency 
as Aurora 
announces 
tax relief

All in this together
As we adjust our lives to the “new normal” of practicing social distancing and working from 
home for the next little while, community leaders have been leading by example, sharing vi-
gnettes from their home offi ces, what they are doing to keep their minds and bodies active, as 
well as supporting local businesses that are still operating. Pictured above, clockwise from top 
left, Mayor Tom Mrakas, Councillor John Gallo, Councillor Rachel Gilliland, Councillor Michael 
Thompson, Newmarket-Aurora MP Tony Van Bynen, Aurora-Oak Ridges-Richmond Hill MP 
Leona Alleslev, Councillor Sandra Humfryes, and Councillor Harold Kim. We want to hear the 
creative ways you’re working, helping others, and adjusting to social distancing. Send your 
images to brock@auroran.com. For more, see Page 8.

   Vol. 20   No. 23     905-727-3300 Week of March 26, 2020TheAuroran.com CMCA
AUDITEDFREE

A YEAR ON – One year ago this week, we embarked on our journey with COVID-19, with local 
leaders including Mayor Mrakas, Councillors Gallo, Kim, Gilliland, Humfryes, and Thompson, and MPs 
Leona Alleslev and Tony Van Bynen, sharing their work from home plans for what was anticipated to 
be a much shorter effort to flatten the curve. 
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WELCOME TO AURORA HYUNDAI
NEW THINKING, NEW POSSIBILITIES

www.hyundaiofaurora.ca

905-841-8190 • 1-888-280-0768 
305 Wellington St. East, Aurora
SERVICE & PARTS • OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
7:30AM-6PM • SAT. 8AM-NOON
EXTENDED SERVICE HOURS
WEDNESDAY • 7:30AM-8PM

905-841-8190 • 1-888-280-0768 
305 Wellington St. East, Aurora Wellington St.
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◊Leasing offers available O.A.C. from Hyundai Financial Services based on a new 2021 Elantra Essential manual/2021 Kona 2.0L Essential FWD/2021 Tucson 2.0L Essential FWD with an annual lease rate of 2.99%/3.99%/2.49%. Total lease obligation is $12,196/$12,646/$15,778. Weekly lease payment of $55/$55/$65 for a 48/48/48-month walk-away lease. Down payment of 
$695/$1,195/$2,195 and first monthly payment required. Trade-in value may be applied to down payment amount. Lease offer includes Delivery and Destination charges of $1,725/$1,825/$1,825 levies and all applicable charges (excluding HST). Lease offer excludes registration, insurance, PPSA, licence fees and dealer admin. fees of up to $499. Fees may vary by dealer. $0 
security deposit on all models. 16,000 km allowance per year applies. Additional charge of $0.12/km. ▼No-charge All-Wheel Drive offer: Purchase or lease a new 2021 Kona or 2021 Tucson, and you will be entitled to a $2,000/$2,000 factory-to-dealer credit for cash purchases or lease or finance at Smart Rates (non-promotional rates). The factory-to-dealer credit of $2,000 is 
equivalent to the no-charge All-Wheel Drive offer. The manufacturer’s estimated retail value for 2021 Kona/2021 Tucson is $2,000/$2,000. Factory-to-dealer credit applies before taxes. Offer cannot be combined or used in conjunction with any other available credits. Offer is non-transferable and cannot be assigned. No vehicle trade-in required. Ask your dealer for details. 
*Offer valid January 5 to March 31, 2021 on the purchase or lease of any 2021 Tucson or 2021 Venue. No cash value and cannot be substituted for a cash discount. Valid at participating Hyundai Canada dealership locations in Canada. Limit to one (1) offer per collector number. AIR MILES® card must be presented at the time of purchase. Can be combined with other offers. The 
Hyundai name, logos, product names, feature names, images and slogans are trademarks owned or licensed by Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. Offers available for a limited time and subject to change or cancellation without notice. ®/™Trademarks of AM Royalties Limited Partnership used under license by LoyaltyOne, Co. and Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. ≠1% rate reduction 
offer: Purchase or lease a new 2021 Elantra or 2021 Kona/Kona Electric in Ontario and receive a 1% rate reduction on promotional lease and finance rates, compared to the program rate offered at the time of purchase for the particular vehicle. Offer expires on March 1, 2021. Rates cannot go below 0%. No additional credit or cash equivalent will be offered for rates already below 
1%. Offer can be combined or used in conjunction with any other available offers. Offer is non-transferable and cannot be assigned. No vehicle trade-in required. ♦Price of model shown: 2021 Elantra Ultimate Intense Blue with Tech package/2021 Kona Ultimate AWD Pulse Red/2021 Tucson Ultimate AWD Magnetic Grey is $30,357/$34,457/$40,257. Price includes Delivery 
and Destination charges of $1,725/$1,825/$1,825, levies and all applicable charges (excluding HST). Prices exclude registration, insurance, PPSA, licence fees and dealer admin. fees of up to $499. Fees may vary by dealer. ̂ 0 payments (payment deferral) for 90 days is available on promotional finance offers of in-stock 2020/2021 Hyundai models. Payment deferral applies 
to only promotional finance offers on approved credit and proof of income may be required. If the payment deferral offer is selected, the original term of the finance contract will be extended by 2 months (60 days). Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. will pay the interest during the first 2 months (60 days) of the finance contract, after which the purchaser will pay all principal and 
interest owing in equal installments over the remaining term of the contract. Payments on finance contracts are paid in arrears. ̂ ^For finance contracts payable on a weekly and bi-weekly basis, purchasers who select the payment deferral offer may have to make their first weekly or bi-weekly payment sooner than 90 days from purchase. Down payments are not subject 
to the payment deferral offer, and are due on the date the contract is signed. Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. reserves the right to amend or terminate this offer, in whole or in part, at any time without prior notice. Additional conditions and limitations apply. Ask your dealer for details. ◊▼^♦^^*≠Offers available for a limited time and subject to change or cancellation without 
notice. Vehicle colour is subject to availability. Delivery and Destination charge includes freight, P.D.I. and a full tank of gas. Dealer may sell for less. Inventory is limited, dealer order may be required. Offer is non-transferable and cannot be assigned. No vehicle trade-in required. Visit www.hyundaicanada.com or see dealer for complete details. ††Hyundai’s Comprehensive 
Limited Warranty coverage covers most vehicle components against defects in workmanship under normal use and maintenance conditions. ±Certain restrictions apply. Customers must present their proof of military relationship and I.D. at time of purchase to receive special price discount off their purchase. Program subject to change or cancellation without notice. Visit 
www.hyundaicanada.com/military or see dealer for complete details. ™/®The Hyundai name, logos, product names, feature names, images and slogans are trademarks owned or licensed by Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners. 

◊Leasing offers available O.A.C. from Hyundai Financial Services based on a new 2021 ELANTRA Essential manual/2021 TUCSON 2.0L Essential FWD/2021 ELANTRA Preferred IVT with an annual lease rate of 2.49%/0.9%/2.49%. Total lease obligation is $11,511/$11,338/$13,852. Weekly lease payment of $50/$73/$61 for a 48/36/48 month walk-
away lease. Down payment of $1,095/$0/$1,095 and first monthly payment required. Trade-in value may be applied to down payment amount. Lease offer includes Delivery and Destination charges of $1,725/$1,825/$1,725, levies and all applicable charges (excluding HST). Lease offer excludes registration, insurance, PPSA, licence fees and 
dealer admin. fees of up to $499. Fees may vary by dealer. $0 security deposit on all models. 16,000 km allowance per year applies. Additional charge of $0.12/km. †Finance offers available O.A.C. from Hyundai Financial Services based on new in-stock 2021 TUCSON 2.0L Preferred FWD/2021 KONA 2.0L Preferred FWD models with an annual 
finance rate of 0%/0%. Cost of borrowing is $0/$0. Selling price is $29,749/$24,999. Weekly payments are $95/$80 for 72/72 months. $0/$0 down payment required. Trade-in value may be applied to down payment amount. Finance offers include Delivery and Destination charge of $1,825/$1,825, levies and all applicable charges (excluding HST). 
Finance offers exclude registration, insurance, PPSA, licence fees and dealer admin. fees of up to $499. Fees may vary by dealer. ♦Price of model shown: 2021 ELANTRA Ultimate Intense Blue with Tech package/2021 KONA Ultimate AWD Pulse Red/2021 TUCSON Ultimate AWD Magnetic Grey is $30,357/$34,457/$40,257. Price includes Delivery and 
Destination charges of $1,725/$1,825/$1,825, levies and all applicable charges (excluding HST). Prices exclude registration, insurance, PPSA, licence fees and dealer admin. fees of up to $499. Fees may vary by dealer. *Offer valid January 5 to March 31, 2021 on the purchase or lease of any 2021 TUCSON or 2021 VENUE. No cash value and cannot 
be substituted for a cash discount. Valid at participating Hyundai Canada dealership locations in Canada. Limit to one (1) offer per collector number. AIR MILES® card must be presented at the time of purchase. Can be combined with other offers. The Hyundai name, logos, product names, feature names, images and slogans are trademarks owned 
or licensed by Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. Offers available for a limited time and subject to change or cancellation without notice. ®/™Trademarks of AM Royalties Limited Partnership used under license by LoyaltyOne, Co. and Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. ^0 payments (payment deferral) for 90 days is available on promotional finance offers of 
in-stock 2021 Hyundai models. Payment deferral applies to only promotional finance offers on approved credit and proof of income may be required. If the payment deferral offer is selected, the original term of the finance contract will be extended by 2 months (60 days). Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. will pay the interest during the first 2 months 
(60 days) of the finance contract, after which the purchaser will pay all principal and interest owing in equal installments over the remaining term of the contract. Payments on finance contracts are paid in arrears. ^^For finance contracts payable on a weekly and bi-weekly basis, purchasers who select the payment deferral offer may have to make their 
first weekly or bi-weekly payment sooner than 90 days from purchase. Down payments are not subject to the payment deferral offer and are due on the date the contract is signed. Hyundai Auto Canada Corp. reserves the right to amend or terminate this offer, in whole or in part, at any time without prior notice. Additional conditions and limitations apply. 
Ask your dealer for details. ◊†♦^*^^Offers available for a limited time and subject to change or cancellation without notice. Vehicle colour is subject to availability. Delivery and Destination charge includes freight, P.D.I. and a full tank of gas. Dealer may sell for less. Inventory is limited, dealer order may be required. Offer is non-transferable and cannot be 
assigned. No vehicle trade-in required. Visit www.hyundaicanada.com or see dealer for complete details. ††Hyundai’s Comprehensive Limited Warranty coverage covers most vehicle components against defects in workmanship under normal use and maintenance conditions. ±Certain restrictions apply. Customers must present their proof of military 
relationship and I.D. at time of purchase to receive special price discount off their purchase. Program subject to change or cancellation without notice. Visit www.hyundaicanada.com/military or see dealer for complete details. ™/®The Hyundai name, logos, product names, feature names, images and slogans are trademarks owned or licensed by Hyundai 
Auto Canada Corp. All other trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners. 

Additional information:

•  Active and veteran military personnel receive up to $750 in price adjustments±. 
Visit hyundaicanada.com/military

hyundaicanada.com

Ultimate model shown ♦

2021 
Hyundai 
KONA 
Preferred 
FWD A/T

2021 
Honda 
HR-V 
FWD 
LX CVT

2020 
Nissan 
Qashqai 
FWD S 
CVT

Heated leather steering wheel

Proximity keyless entry with 
push-button ignition

Comprehensive Limited Warranty†† 60 months / 
100,000 km

36 months / 
60,000 km

36 months / 
60,000 km

Blind-Spot Collision Warning

2021 Nissan Qashqai information is not available as of February 9, 2021.

Check out all the 
great features 
you get with the 
KONA 2.0L 
Preferred FWD

Example selling price of $24,999 on the 2.0L Preferred FWD

2021 KONA

months† on all 2021 KONA models

Get

financing 

0% 72
for

Ultimate model shown ♦

2021 
Hyundai 
TUCSON 
Preferred 
FWD

2021 
Toyota 
RAV4 
LE 
FWD

2021 
Mazda 
CX-5 
GX 
FWD

Heated rear seats

Proximity key with 
push-button ignition

Comprehensive Limited Warranty†† 60 months / 
100,000 km

36 months / 
60,000 km

36 months / 
Unlimited km

Lane Departure Warning 
with Lane Keeping Assist

Check out all the 
great features 
you get with the 
TUCSON 2.0L 
Preferred FWD

Example selling price of $29,749 on the 2.0L Preferred FWD

2021 TUCSON

months† on all 2021 TUCSON models

Get

financing 

0% 72
for

+  get 1,000 AIR MILES® Reward Miles 
on any 2021 TUCSON model*

0 %
on select models 

Finance† from

More of the features you want
5-year Comprehensive 
Limited Warranty††

Hyundai BuyRight™ Hyundai LeaseRight™

+ Don’t pay for 90 days^
on all models

Based on monthly payments, finance purchases only. Restrictions apply^^.0.9 %
on select models 

Lease◊ from

Based on OEM websites and AutoPlanner™ as of February 2021.

Ultimate model with Tech package shown ♦

Standard key features include:

•  Heated front seats 
•  8.0" touch-screen display with Apple CarPlayTM and Android AutoTM

2021 ELANTRA

for 48 months 
with $1,095 down◊

Lease the Essential manual for: 

weekly

$ 50 at 2.49%

2021 
Hyundai 
ELANTRA
Preferred 
Auto (IVT)

2021 
Toyota 
Corolla 
LE 
(CVT)

2021 
Honda 
Civic 
LX 
(CVT)

Heated leather-wrapped 
steering wheel

Proximity keyless entry with 
push-button ignition

Comprehensive Limited Warranty†† 60 months / 
100,000 km

36 months / 
60,000 km

36 months / 
60,000 km

Blind-Spot Collision-
Avoidance Assist Warning only

or step up to the 
Preferred Auto IVT 
for only

$ 11 more
weekly◊ and get

MEET “KONA” OUR CUSTOMER
 CARE AMBASSADOR

2021 TUCSON
THIS IS A GREAT TIME TO 
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Public health addresses worries over second dose delay
a first dose in long-term care homes, 
retirement homes, and First Nations 
Elder Care homes; alternative level 
of  care patients in hospitals who have 
confirmed admissions to a long-term 
care home, retirement home, or other 
congregate care homes for seniors; 
Indigenous adults and members of  their 
households; and eligible adult recipients 
of  chronic home care.

Although the vaccine is now available 
to further segments of  older residents, 
the Region stressed at the start of  the 
week that older priority groups are still 
able to book their shots.

“We have given over 100,000 doses 
between Public Health and our partners 
locally and hitting these milestones is 
encouraging and the light at the end of  
the tunnel gets just a little bit brighter 
every day,” said Dr. Fareen Karachiwalla, 
York Region’s Associate Medical Officer 
of  Health. “York Region continues to 
move forward to the next priority groups 
as quickly as possible. Most recently, we 
opened appointments to residents aged 
75 – 79 ahead of  the Provincial start 
date. We are expecting to receive roughly 
60,000 doses of  vaccine each week for 
the next two weeks.

“People previously identified as being 
eligible to receive a vaccine but who 
have not yet booked an appointment are 
still able to do this and we very strongly 
encourage it, even if  we have moved 
onto the next eligible group.”

In addition to opening up vaccines to 
more residents at community clinics, the 
Region this week will also start rolling out 
vaccinations to homebound residents, 
working with community partners, local 
hospital and the Local Health Integration 
Network. There are more than 3,000 
residents deemed to be homebound and 
the Region cautions that it will take some 
time to reach all eligible recipients.

“We continue to ask for your patience 
as we work to get vaccines to those who 
can’t as easily come to a clinic,” said Dr. 
Karachiwalla. “We also recommend 

that homebound residents or those 
receiving home care to consider booking 
an appointment at one of  our drive-thru 
clinics if  you can attend. Last week, we 
had a test run of  the drive-thru clinic 
at Canada’s Wonderland and what we 
have learned will be used to improve the 
process when the site officially opens on 
March 29.”

In Monday’s update, Dr. Karachiwalla 
addressed concerns expressed by some 
residents over a move to expand the 
window of  opportunity for a second 
dose of  COVID vaccines to 16 weeks. 
Following this advice from vaccine 
experts, she said widening this gap has 
enabled York Region to be ahead of  the 
game.

“A lot of  people are asking how we 
have been able to make such good 
progress here in York Region and it 
is partly because we started about 
two weeks earlier than most other 
jurisdictions but also because of  the 
Ministry of  Health’s recent decision to 
extend the second vaccine dose to 16 
weeks on the advice of  a national body 
of  vaccine experts. While we recognize 
that this means some people have to wait 
longer for their second dose than they 
thought, this decision does allow us to 
give those doses as first doses so more of  
the community at risk can be protected 
sooner. This is a very good thing because 
the rates of  COVID and rates of  variants 
of  concern, are unpredictable right 
now. The quicker we can vaccinate the 
majority of  people, the better off  we can 
all be and the sooner we might be able 
to get back to some of  those activities we 
dearly miss. 

“Data from both clinical trials and 
real-world effectiveness have shown that 
people get very good protection from 
even just one dose of  the vaccine and 
that protection isn’t expected to decline 
quickly. Also, this recommendation 
comes from the National Advisory 
Committee on Immunization, a long-
standing expert group and it is being 
followed in Ontario and other places in 

Canada as well. 
“We know through years of  data 

and learning about the principles of  
how vaccines work that stretching out 
the time interval of  a second dose is 
unlikely to interfere with protection. In 
fact, it is the opposite: getting a dose too 
early is when problems with protection 
come into play. With some of  the 
approved vaccines like AstraZeneca, 
stretching out the interval a bit longer 
actually helps with effectiveness in some 
cases. Many other types of  vaccines, 

non-COVID ones like Hepatitis B, 
do have booster doses months or even 
years after the first dose. We know this 
pandemic has been hard on everybody 
and understandably people are eager 
to get their vaccines. Remember, this is 
the largest rollout of  vaccines we have 
ever experienced across the world, so 
things will evolve and guidance and 
recommendations are expected to 
change and adapt as we learn more. So, 
please be understanding and patient. 
We will get to everybody.”

Bay Street Service,  
Aurora Prices! 

GARDINER MILLER ARNOLD LLP 
BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS 

 
Blog:  www.ontariocondolaw.com 

G  A M 
390 Bay Street, Suite 1202 
Toronto, ON   M5H 2Y2 
Tel:  416-363-2614   Fax:  416-363-8451 
 
www.gmalaw.ca 

Gerry is available by appointment in his Aurora Office for 
Business, Real Estate and other legal matters. 

 
905-727-9361 (Aurora Line) Gerry Miller 

Managing Partner 
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How much 
are you paying 
for financial advice? 

As an investor, it’s important that the services you receive 
are worth the fees you pay.  Ask yourself: 

•  Do I know what I pay for investment advice?  
•  Am I getting good value?  
•  Do I understand how my advisor is compensated? 

If you answered “no” to any of the above,  
contact Brendan Black today for a complimentary second 
opinion on your portfolio.

Brendan Black 
MBA, CPA, CMA
Investment Advisor
905-841-8754
brendan.black@rbc.com

RBC Dominion Securities 
14785 Yonge St., 2nd floor 
Aurora, ON L4G 1N1
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This Employment Ontario service is 
funded in part by the Government of 
Canada and the Government of Ontario
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Funding provided by the Government of Canada through the Canada 
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COVID-19 SERVICE DELIVERY  -  We are here to support your training 
needs!  RNC is delivering services and programs remotely. 

Financial support may be available for eligible 
businesses to purchase short-term training 
for existing employees and new hires.

Email info@rnces.ca
Call 905-727-3777 press 0
www.RNCemploymentservices.ca
Or Employment Ontario contact 
1-800-387-5656 or TTY 1-866-533-6339

More than 1,500 people experience 
homelessness in York Region on any given 
night.

It’s a sobering statistic, but it is an everyday 
reality for Michael Braithwaite, CEO of  
Blue Door Shelters, and an issue that has 
been magnified during the COVID-19 
pandemic.

Since the start of  the pandemic last year, 
Blue Door Shelters has had to significantly 
change the way they do things, not only to 
accommodate vulnerable members of  the 
community but make significant retrofits to 
shelter spaces to ensure clients remain safe 

and healthy in congregate settings.
Many of  these retrofits and enhancements 

have been carried out with the assistance 
of  all three levels of  government, and this 
help received a welcome boost last week 
with a pledge of  more than $10.7 million 
in provincial funding to York Region’s 
Social Services Relief  Fund to help address 
homelessness and enhance health safety in 
these emergency shelter settings.

“We had to rally and think differently,” 
said Mr. Braithwaite at Friday’s 
announcement, at which he was joined 
by Newmarket-Aurora MPP Christine 
Elliott, Aurora-Oak Ridges-Richmond Hill 
MPP Michael Parsa, King-Vaughan MPP 
Stephen Lecce, and a host of  other York 
Region representatives from Queen’s Park, 

the Region and the municipal level. “In 
talking to some of  our senior managers…
some of  our families and youth, there was 
a lot of  fear. What was going to happen to 
me? How am I going to stay safe? We put 
our heads together in the sector….and 
we were fortunate to put some solutions 
forward.”

One of  the solutions was working with all 
three levels of  government to transform a 
disused building under the management of  
Parks Canada into affordable housing units 
for six to eight people. Through previously 
announced funding, Blue Door was able 
to look at their existing spaces to increase 
capacity.

Partitions were deployed to make rooms 
safe again and, in turn, build capacity.

“We took an administration space 
because we can work anywhere…working 
to change that into supportive housing for 
senior men, which is very cost efficient,” 
he said. “We were able to do all that with 
funding [and] I want to say a huge thank 
you to the Province, to the Region. You 
have shown us political will and, more than 
that…you provided us with the resources 
[to] make change happen and make people 
safe. We have seen more movement, I think, 
in the last year than normally would take us 
many years. Together, we have made big 
things happen. We have housed hundreds 
of  people for the long-term and not just the 
pandemic.”

The latest cash infusion will support 
the physical distancing of  shelter residents, 
the hiring of  more shelter staff, support 
the purchase of  more personal protective 
equipment and cleaning supplies, and add 
to programs to assist with rent and utilities.

“This is great news not only for just my 
riding but our community as a whole,” said 
Mr. Parsa. “We are seeing vital supports 
coming in from our government directly 
into our communities at a time when 

our partners and shelter staff  are putting 
themselves in harm’s way daily to protect 
others, and we need to make sure we 
continue to make their health and safety a 
top priority. 

“Since we know the pandemic has 
disproportionately affected those facing 
homelessness and with our community 
partners seen growing case numbers in 
shelters, it is important that we act fast to 
save lives. These additional supports are 
going to help us do exactly that.”

Added Ms. Elliott: “Throughout the 
COVID-19 pandemic, our local service 
providers in York Region have been working 
closely with local homeless and emergency 
shelters to provide critical services to some of  
our most vulnerable community members. 
Today’s announcement of  $10.7 million for 
York Region will help support these efforts 
and help protect shelter residents and staff  
against COVID-19.”

From the perspective of  York Regional 
Chair Wayne Emmerson, the funding will 
allow both the Region and community 
partners to build “necessary resilience” in 
helping vulnerable residents through the 
latest wave of  the pandemic. 

“This includes addressing risks associated 
in congregate care settings, facilitating 
long-term housing solutions for those 
experiencing homelessness and providing 
vital rental assistance to households 
experiencing rent arrears because of  the 
pandemic,” he said.

“Today, with an additional $10.7 million 
investment from our Provincial partners, 
we can continue to build on the significant 
progress and further support the most 
vulnerable residents in York Region. This 
funding will help York Region continue to 
invest in outbreak measures and measures to 
prevent and stop the spread of  COVID-19 
in emergency shelters and other congregate 
settings.”

Funding pledged by Province to tackle rising cases 
of COVID-19 in emergency shelters

York Region MPPs and Mayors came together 

Friday to announce new funding to combat 

COVID-19 in shelters and in vulnerable 

populations. 
Contributed photo
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York Region residents gathered in 
King Township this past Saturday to 
protest against the construction of  the 
413-toll highway set to run from east and 
west north of  the 407 ETR. 

The rally began in front of  the offices 
of  King Township and ran all the way to 
MPP Stephen Lecce’s office. 

An article released to The Auroran 
entitled “King’s Stop the 413 Rally” 
written by Sherry Draisey and Nancy 
Hopkinson stated, the reason for this 
location was to go directly against the 
support from King Township. King 
Township subsequently retracted their 
support of  the 413. 

“It would stretch from Orangeville all 
the way through Vaughan. It cuts through 
a lot of  Class 1 and Class 2 farmland. A lot 
of  expropriation going on. It’s going over 
a lot of  environmentally protected areas 
apart from the farmland such as wetlands 
and marshes,” said spokesperson and 
Concerned Citizens of  King Township 
member Julia Galt. 

“We’ve been fighting against this for 
a very long time. I was delivering a lot 

of  signs four months ago. This is the 
culmination of  all of  that where we’re 
finally able to protest physically. We’re all 
really upset about this.” 

Galt added that this protest is also 
against other projects that are harmful to 
the environment. She emphasized there is 
a need to step up. 

Under the warm weather, their protests 
were met with friendly honks from cars 
that drove by.

On the STOP the 413 Facebook group, 
which boasts close to 2,000 members, 
other protests took place in Oakville, 
Burlington and Milton this past Saturday. 
Other protests that were not directly 
planned through the group took place in 
Georgetown and Acton as well.

Galt confirmed there are supporters in 
the group from other provinces. 

According to Draisey and Hopkinson, 
there is a lingering fear the Province will 
accept the highway. 

If  you wish to join the Facebook group 
to receive further information you must 
request to join. Everyone is accepted. You 
can also head to environmentaldefence.
ca/stop-the-413 for more information 
on this movement and facts and reasons 
why the construction of  this highway is 
detrimental to the environment.

Regional Council 
debated the GTA 
West Transportation 
Corridor (Hwy 413) 
at a special Council 
meeting last week. 
There have been many 
conversations over the 
last few months about 
this proposed highway, 
particularly given it 
would use greenbelt 
lands.

On principle, I always have concerns 
when I hear that any development 
is contemplated on the Greenbelt 
— including a Provincial Highway. 
This does not mean I am against any 
proposed highway; however, when 
dealing with development on the 
greenbelt it is particularly important 
to understand the full transportation 
needs and environmental impacts 
before proceeding. Only then can we 
make an informed decision. If  the need 
is great, and the impacts are low, then 
we may proceed for the benefit of  our 
communities.

Also, when municipalities that are 
being directly impacted have passed 
motions that oppose the highway, I 
believe we need to take notice and give 
due regard for what those municipalities 
are asking for. Vaughan, Halton Hills, 
and Peel Region have all passed recent 
motions opposing the highway and I 
believe that York Region should do the 
same.

Transportation and congestion is a 
serious and legitimate problem in the 
GTHA. However, it will not be solved 
by building a highway that will only 
save the average motorist 30 seconds 
on their daily trips. This will not reduce 
congestion; this will only add more cars 
on the road.

I believe that the $6 billion tax dollars 
earmarked for this project would be 
better spent if  the government allocated 
these funds to the municipalities to 
improve our current roads and enhance 
our transit systems. That is why I 
supported the motion at the table to 

withdraw support for 
the highway.

Unfortunately, that 
motion failed on a vote 
of  8-13.

Of  note, the 
Provincial Government 
has said they want to 
expand the Greenbelt. 
Minister Clark has 
said “The Premier has 
been steadfast in his 
commitment to protect 

the Greenbelt and our government will 
not consider any proposals to remove 
or develop any part of  it.” It will be 
interesting to see how this is specifically 
applied in this case.

As part of  the EA modernization 
process, last year the Government 
proposed a regulation to streamline 
the EA process for the GTA West 
Transportation Corridor Project. There 
are concerns that this process will be fast-
tracked and impacts on the environment 
will not be properly addressed. That 
is why we have asked that the Federal 
Impact Assessment process ensure 
the environmental, social, economic 
or health issues will be addressed with 
a process that is not fast tracked or 
streamlined.

While I was disappointed that the 
motion to withdraw support failed, I 
was pleased that a motion to request a 
Federal impact assessment passed!

Now we must wait and see what the 
Federal Minister of  the Environment and 
Climate Change will do. It is expected 
that the Minister will issue a decision 
on the designation request for the GTA 
West Transportation Corridor Project 
under the federal Impact Assessment Act 
by May 4, 2021.

That’s all for this week. As always, if  
you would like to get into contact with 
me please feel free to do so anytime by 
phone 905-727-3123 ext. 4746 or by 
email tmrakas@aurora.ca and if  you 
would like to sign up for more newsletters 
and Council updates, please let me know 
and I will add you to the growing list of  
Aurorans that are staying informed.

Mayor
Tom Mrakas 

Getting  
Things Done

York Region residents 
protest against proposed 
413 Highway
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Say “Hello” to Spring with distanced celebration  
in Arboretum

Spring is a time for rebirth and while 
we wait for the dawn of  a new “new 
normal” you can celebrate the start 
of  a new season – and Easter – next 
Saturday with “Hello Spring,” hosted 
by the Town of  Aurora. 

Hello Spring is a new spin on 
the Town’s traditional Easter Egg-
stravaganza. Held at the John West Way 
entrance to the Aurora Community 
Arboretum, just behind the Aurora 
Seniors’ Centre, Hello Spring will 
encourage pre-registered residents to 
get out and explore nature while taking 
part in themed outdoor activities and, 
of  course, meet the Easter Bunny.

“In looking at Easter, our former 
event had thousands of  people in 
attendance, so it was a matter of  going 
back to basics to figure out how we can 
have a great experience with health 
guidelines in place, trying to keep it 
outside,” says Shelley Ware, Special 
Events Coordinator for the Town of  

Aurora. “It was a lot of  brainstorming, 
looking at core elements, and what 
was the common denominator? The 
beginning of  spring. From there, we 
looked at events that would follow the 
guidelines… not just follow them, but 
exceed them. We know that historically, 
the [Easter Egg Hunt] was really a true 
multigenerational event and we wanted 
to come up with some combination of  
hands-on activities for parents to do 
with their children and some individual 
activities like planting spring flowers.

“We want families to make good 
spring memories, knowing they are 
doing it safely.”

It wasn’t only brainstorming that 
went into the event; planning also 
included tailoring activities to the varied 
terrain of  the Arboretum, including the 
picturesque trails that go through the 
property.

“We have a very good relationship 
with the Easter Bunny, who always loves 
coming to Aurora,” says Ms. Ware. “We 
were fortunate with our experience 
of  welcoming Santa Claus over the 
Christmas period that we had a way 

to make the Easter Bunny safe, so the 
first activity on the agenda is families 
being able to have a COVID-safe photo 
opportunity with the Easter Bunny in 
Petch House. After that, families will 
‘hop’ along the trail, which is where we 
will have interactive activities, the first 
stop being where children can plant 
spring flowers. They will have a chance 
to dig in the dirt, put the seedling in, 
water it and take it home to watch it 
grow and blossom over the next few 
weeks.

“Throughout the trail there will be 
Spring-themed jokes for the families, 
but we wanted to make it educational at 
the same time. Further down the trail, 
we have an Eye Spy, which is all about 
nature, there will be Fishing for Eggs 
where kids can ‘fish’ for plastic eggs on 
ribbons and place them in a basket. It’s 
not the easiest activities, so it will be fun 
and frustrating too! Maybe kids can 
play against their guardians that come 
with them.”

Returning favourites include a 
“Hopstacle Course” to keep kids active 
with minimal touch points, a return 
to nature with activities based around 
pine cones (you might need to warm up 
your pitching arm!) and huts along the 
way where kids twelve and under can 
collect activity bags brimming over with 
five different craft packages to continue 
the fun at home. Additional at-home 
activities will be launched online closer 
to the April 2 event.

“I love to watch the experiences and 
interactions with families,” says Ms. 
Ware, who has worked diligently over 
the last year, along with her team, to 
recreate some of  the most popular 
and traditional family-friendly events 
to reflect present challenges. “You can 
see how the experience transforms 
them and that is what I think defines 
success: helping to create memories that 
kids will be talking about not just that 
Saturday but weeks from now. We also 
hope the kids find a connection with 
that section of  Aurora. Even though the 
predominant experience is with their 
family, they are experiencing a portion 
of  their community. 

“It is also about seeing the confidence 
and trust that attendees have with the 
Town to deliver a safe experience. In 
addition to that, seeing the confidence 
and trust they have placed in our 
volunteers, where we have exceeded 
the safety measures are required of  
us and people are going into this 
with confidence. It’s the culmination 
of  wanting to reach higher than is 
standard.”

Pre-registration for the Hello Spring 
activity begins this Thursday, March 
25. Tickets are $3 per person. The 
event itself  will take place on Saturday, 
April 3 from 9.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m., 
with 30-minute timeslots available for 
booking. Pre-registration is required. 

For more information, visit aurora.
ca/hellospring.

Easter is fast approaching and 
if  you’re looking for new ways to 
celebrate, crack open your crafty 
side and unleash it on your windows.

As the Easter Bunny gets ready 
to return to Aurora, you can catch 
their – and the Town’s – eyes with 
some festive window displays.

Aurora’s Easter Window 
Decorating Challenge is on now 
through Friday, April 2.

Children 12 and under are 
encouraged to participate in this 
fun, home-based activity.

The object of  the challenge 
is simple: make colourful and 

creative Easter-themed windows 
to wow your neighbours and the 
Easter Bunny. Take photos of  your 
creations, post them to your social 
media channels and tag the Town 
on Instagram and Facebook. All 
photo entries will be shared on the 
Town’s Instagram and Facebook 
stories on Easter Sunday for the 
whole community to enjoy.

The rules are also simple: all 
hand-made decorations need to 
be visible in your front-facing 
windows and photos must be 
posted to social media by a parent 
or guardian using the hashtag 
#AuroraEasterWindows.

For more information, contact 
the Town’s Special Events Line at 
905-726-4762.

Get cracking on your  
egg-cellent Easter windows
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Pickering College’s Global Leadership Program strikes the ideal balance between
challenging students to develop critical thinking and real-world life skills that can be
applied to their university career and beyond. As a result of their studies, students
develop valuable skills, including:

All Pickering College students – from JK to Grade 12 – benefit from an immersed
program that prepares and inspires students to make a difference in the world as
ethical, compassionate and values-based decision-makers.

• leadership and mentorship

• dialogue, communication and 

   presentation

• design, invent and problem solve

Independent Co-educational Day and Boarding School
Since 1842 | JK to University Preparatory
16945 Bayview Avenue, Newmarket, ON
905-895-1700 ext. 259 | admission@pickeringcollege.on.ca

• advanced academic ability

• time management and self-reliance

• strong research and writing

• critical thinking abilities

Learning For Life. Creating The Future.

Virtual Open House

Register now:
www.pickeringcollege.on.ca/auroran

Thursday, April 15
6:30 p.m.

Enjoy the journey
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Richard Gong, Agent 
905-727-6333

Memories wanted ahead of 
Horse Show centennial

For more than eighty years, the Aurora 
Horse Show was a staple on Aurora’s 
calendar.

Although it came to an end in 2006, 
the memories endure for generations of  
residents.

And that’s where the Aurora Museum & 
Archives comes in.

Ahead of  the 100th anniversary of  the 
founding of  the Aurora Horse Show in 
1922, the local museum is asking residents 
to contribute their photos, artefacts and, 
perhaps most importantly, their memories 
to make the anniversary one for the books.

A publication is just one of  the many 
initiatives the Museum has planned to 
mark the occasion, but there are some gaps 
that those who attended in years past will 
be instrumental in filling.

“The Horse Show was a big deal in 
Aurora,” says Shawna White, Curator of  
the Aurora Museum and Archives, of  the 
event which has its roots as a privately-run 

event in 1922.
It wasn’t until the following year, however, 

that the Horse Show began taking shape 
as an attraction for all Aurorans, first at 
Town Park and, come the 1970s, the more 
spacious Machell Park.

“You look at Town Park now and 
can’t believe there was a horse show and 
a midway,” says Ms. White. “It is part of  
the memory of  everybody who grew up 
in Aurora. It was something you looked 
forward to. It was fabulous. What better 
way to celebrate it than doing a publication 
– a nice book with lots of  photographs, the 
whole history of  it? What we’re wanting 
now is to reach out to the community 
members who have memories of  it. Maybe 
they were involved in it, maybe they can 
tell us that story before it is gone. As we get 
further afield and more generations come 
in, it will be gone.”

The Aurora Museum and Archives is 
brimming over with artefacts and photos 
from Horse Show events from the 1940s 
and 50s, but tangible mementos and 
memories are scarce in later decades. In 
fact, there is little to nothing to serve as a 

legacy for events from the 1970s through 
to its demise in the first decade of  the new 
millennium.

“It is one of  those things where everybody 
went to it, everybody knows about it, but 
nobody bothers to save it,” says Ms. White. 
“We need programs, we need posters, we 
need photographs. If  anyone took home 
movies there or did anything like that, we 
would love to see that just so we can tell the 
story. There are these amazing things that 
happened in Town Park, but who were the 
people and what did they do? Where else 
did they compete? We know the famous 
ones, but we don’t have these individual 
ones and the memory of  what the show 
meant to the community.”

Beyond the centenary of  the Horse Show 
next year, part of  the Museum’s strategy is 
collecting the history of  today, the things 
that people will want to see 100 years from 
now. They want to bring together the lived 
experiences of  Aurorans as they are living 
it, says Ms. White, and that includes the 
mementos you might be squirreling away 
in boxes to look at another day – even if  it is 
50 years from now.

One such initiative the Museum has 
begun preserving for generations to come 
is the Solidarity March which took place 
in Aurora last spring in conjunction with 
the murder of  George Floyd and the Black 
Lives Matter movement.

“We reached out to organizers to get 
some of  those things to put in the Archives 
because they can tell that story,” says Ms. 
White. “We’re asking people to tell us these 
stories so we’re not putting words in their 
mouth. They will tell us how they felt about 
it, how it came about, so people 50 to 100 
years from now aren’t making assumptions 
and drawing conclusions. We are very much 
trying to capture things as they happen and 
being able to talk to people who are doing 
it to get their thoughts about things that are 
happening.

“We also have the ongoing Documenting 
the Pandemic project asking people, 
whether they are making a diary or pictures, 
we want that content.”

To share your memories or artefacts 
with the Aurora Museum & Archives, 
contact curator Shawna White at swhite@
aurora.ca.

The Aurora Horse Show – including a midway – was historically hosted at Town Park until a move in the 1970s. Although the event was consigned to history 
in the early 2000s, the Aurora Museum & Archives is preparing to mark the Horse Show’s centennial.        Photo courtesy of the Aurora Museum & Archives
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15900 Bayview Avenue 
Aurora, Ontario, L4G 7Y3  905-726-9532

Prices effective 
Thursday, 

March 25th  
to Wednesday,
 March 31st, 

2021. 
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Woodland ToWers
w i t h  i t s  a m a z i n g  a m e n i t i e s

o p e n s  W i T h i n  W e e k s

n oW  s e l l i n g :  pa r k  ToW e r 
aurora’s neWesT reTiremenT residence for independenT living

Park Tower features 125 superbly designed retirement residences in a wide and stunning range of design and suite options. 
The 7-storey building will be located immediately adjacent and linked to Woodland Towers and is beautifully sited to  

take full advantage of our amazing park-like setting and complement our green environment. 
 

The Meadows invites you to consider our “Continuum of Living” approach to retirement living, the full range 
of amenities available to you along with our caring Christian community.

 

featuring pre-construction pricing.

400 Wil l iam Graham Drive at Lesl ie Street,  Aurora

905 503 5560  • sales@tmoa.ca  • themeadowsofaurora.com

MORE THAN A HOME. A COMMUNITY.

By appointment only. Please call 905 503 5560
Monday to Friday: 10:00 am to 5:00 pm  Saturday: 10:00 am to 4:00 pm

A Christian Seniors Lifestyle Community

Studio Tour King 2021 goes virtual  
showcasing area artists

 
By Kathleen Rodgers

 
  Visiting the country is a wonderful 
way to spend a weekend. It offers the 
opportunity to explore quaint villages 
and the studios of  the local artists and 
artisans whose artwork often reflects the 
landscape around them.

In King Township, each spring 
brings the Studio Tour King, typically 
held at the end of  April. Unfortunately, 
due to the pandemic and public health 
restrictions, the studio tour cannot be in 
person but will be held virtually.

The 16th Studio Tour King has 
been extended and will take place 
from April 12 to 25 with the preview 
from April 5 to 11. The studio tour 
will include fine paintings (in acrylic, 
oil, and watercolour), wood working, 
photography, fibre arts, metal works, 
mixed media, and other artwork.

Studio Tour King will feature many 
artists and artisans in studios around 
King, including King City, Nobleton 
and Schomberg.

Their information can be found on 
the Arts Society King (ASK) website 
at www.ArtsSocietyKing.ca as of  April 
5. Go to the ASK website, click on 
EVENTS then VIRTUAL STUDIO 
TOUR 2021 to see the participating 
artists, their biographies and up to 12 
photos of  their artwork for sale. There 
will be a link to their website and social 
media accounts for additional artwork 
available.  If  you are interested in 
purchasing any item, please contact the 
artist directly for their payment options 
and to arrange for delivery of  the item. 
Here are a few of  the artists who 
will be participating this year: 
Michelle Zikovitz has been weaving 
functional baskets for over 20 years 
and teaching for the past 15 years, 
throughout southern Ontario. Her 
early weaving years were spent at her 

two floor looms focusing on woven 
tapestries, rugs, placemats and runners. 
A basketry workshop taught by a fellow 
guild member, a love of  baskets and the 
ability to weave baskets almost anywhere 
all led to a newfound passion for basket 
weaving. Reed is her personal material 
of  choice for teaching, incorporating 
her own hand dyed reed whenever 
possible. Michelle enjoys experimenting 
with random dyed or “space dyed” 
skeins of  reed, creating many unique 
colour combinations and resulting in 
truly one-of-a-kind baskets.

When not basket weaving or working, 
Michelle dabbles in photography, 
sewing, fibre arts and various painting 
mediums. She loves to explore and find 
local basket weavers, artists, shops and 
galleries on her travels. Her website 
is www.michellezikovitz.ca.

Catharine Somerville was born in 
Toronto. She works in the UK and 
Canada. After completing her diploma 
at Georgian College, Catharine studied 
printmaking at York University and later 
realized a BA Arts and Humanities (Art 
History) at the Open University. In 2009 
she completed her postgraduate studies 
at West Dean College/University of  
Sussex, UK.

Somerville is a recognized award-
winning artist. Her work can be found 
internationally in public, private and 
corporate collections in Mexico, the 
U.S.A, Canada and England. Her 
website is www.catharinesomerville.
com.

As a life-long photography enthusiast, 
Stephen Sloan hopes his work brings 
you some of  the joy he has found 
in creating it. He enjoys the entire 
process of  creating a photographic 
print, from the press of  the shutter 
all the way through to the translation 
to the print media. He has worked 
with both film and digital, in the dark 
room and in front of  his computer. 

He likes to work with various print 
media and his interest in subjects and 
techniques varies greatly as he enjoys 
constantly learning and challenging 
himself. While Stephen strives to 
satisfy his need to express himself  
with every image that reaches the 
printed stage, to deliver an image that 
also evokes an emotional response, 
prompts a memory or even inspires 
a viewer is an even greater reward.  
His work can be seen online 
at considerthis.company.

A native of  Toronto, Steve 
Silverman is an award-winning fine art 
photographer with a keen and unique 
artistic vision. His love and passion 
for black and white photography are 
reflected in his dramatic landscapes 
and engaging cityscapes from across 
Canada and abroad. Steve’s photos 
are visual metaphors – intimate, 
interpretive views of  the world around 
him. An implied comparison creating 
a link between the mundane and the 
sublime.

He uses strong tonal contrast, texture 
and mood to express his artistic vision. 

His photos are easily recognizable by 
his use of  strong leading lines combined 
with the interplay of  light and shadows to 
create depth, giving a two-dimensional 
image the illusion of  three dimensions. 
Simply put, he can transform a simple, 
mundane scene into a compelling black 
& white fine art photograph.

Steve’s photos have been published 
in many international books and 
magazines. He is also a guest speaker 
at local camera clubs. Steve works 
with several Canadian art galleries and 
publishers on a variety of  corporate 
and home decor fine art projects. His 
website is www.monochromevision.
com.

If  you are looking for something 
to do in April after a long winter, 
visit some art studios virtually to 
support area artists and artisans. 
Some artists offer classes so it may 
be an opportunity to try something 
new! Who knows, maybe one day you 
will be participating in a studio tour! 
The artists look forward to “seeing” you 
and sharing their work with you on this 
year’s Studio Tour King 2021.
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BY BROCK WEIR
EDITOR 
LOCAL JOURNALISM 
INITIATIVE REPORTER

AURORALICIOUS
S AV O U R  T H E  F L AV O U R S  O F  A U R O R A

Take your taste buds on a tour of Aurora!
Town of Aurora in partnership with the Canadian Food and Wine
Institute and the Aurora Chamber of Commerce is proud to bring
Auroralicious To Go to Aurora. Explore Aurora’s culinary delights
from a variety of local restaurants during Auroralicious To Go
starting on Friday, March 12 to Sunday, March 28.

Auroralicious To Go gives patrons an opportunity to Savour The
Flavours of Aurora by purchasing from the prix fixe (fixed price)
program that many local restaurants are participating in. With
so many fantastic restaurants and diverse cuisines in Aurora to
choose from the only challenge will be in deciding which
establishments to order from. Based on the Provincial Guidelines
during the timing of Auroralicious To Go, some restaurants may
offer dine-in as well as take-out. 

For more information on
this initiative or for interested
restaurants that would like to
participate, please email
auroraliciousON@gmail.com.
For a current list of
participating restaurants
and their available
menus, please visit
exploreaurora.ca. 

MARCH 12 - 28

SATURDAY, APRIL 3, 2021
9:30 A.M. to 4 P.M.

SCHEDULE A TIME SLOT TO ATTEND
AURORA SENIORS’ CENTRE • 90 JOHN WEST WAY

Spring
Family Fun

Outdoor activities
including an
interactive

walking trail
Activity

bags
(for those 12 & under)

Have your photo taken with the Easter bunny

$3 per person • 30 minute time slots
Pre-registration on Aurora’s e-PLAY is required 

••••••••••••••••••••••••

COVID-19 safety protocols

Plant your own Spring flowers

905-726-4762 • #HelloSpring

Please note, we reserve the right to cancel,
amend or change activities.

aurora.ca/hellospring

AURORA’S

HELLO !

Community Recognition Awards aim to honour 
those who have stepped up to meet the challenge

The last twelve months have, in many 
cases, brought out the best in us.

Whether people have been sewing masks 
to keep their fellow Aurorans safe and 
healthy, delivering meals to frontline workers, 
or even helping an elderly neighbour register 
for and receive their COVID-19 vaccines, 
community heroes are around us now more 
than ever before.

And now is the time to step up for your 
heroes by nominating them for Aurora’s 
Community Recognition Awards.

The Community Recognition Awards 
are held each year to recognize individuals, 
organizations and businesses who have 
gone the extra mile in contributing to their 
community. Young or old, long-time givers 
or those just starting out who have made a 
significant impact right out of  the gate, the 
honours shine a light on the individuals 
whose work sometimes goes unnoticed.

Nominations for the 2021 Community 
Recognition Awards are now being accepted 
through Friday, April 2.

Categories this year include:

• The Youth Volunteer Award, 
presented to a citizen up to the age 
of  19 who has made a significant 
contribution to the community 

through their volunteerism and 
demonstrated their commitment to 
being a positive leader.

• The Senior Volunteer Award, 
presented to a citizen over the age 
of  55 who, through their volunteer 
efforts, has made a significant 
contribution to their community.

• The Green Award honours 
individuals, businesses or community 
organizations who support the 
protection, preservation, sustainability 
or conservation of  the natural 
environment and have demonstrated a 
commitment to a greener community.

• Arts and Culture Award – 
Recognizing individuals or groups 
who have enhanced the community 
through their support or promotion 
of  culture, music, visual, performing 
or literary arts

• Community Leadership Award – 
Honouring individuals, businesses 
or community organizations that 
have “significantly enhanced the 
Town through their contribution, 
commitment and leadership in 
areas of  charitable giving, civic 
engagement, community events, or 
community spirit.”

• The Good Neighbour Award 
– Recognizing “someone who 
embodies what it means to be 
a good neighbour [recognizing 

and celebrating] the simple acts 
of  kindness and compassion that 
help create connected and vibrant 
neighbourhoods.”

• Good Business Award – Saluting 
“an Aurora business that has shown 
its commitment to assisting Aurora’s 
economic prosperity, corporate 
responsibility, and community 
involvement through its ongoing 
support of  charitable causes, events, 
or programs.”

• Inclusivity Award – Recognizes 
individuals, groups or businesses who 
have contributed to making the Town 
a more “accessible and/or inclusive 
place to live, work, and play for all 
people regardless of  race, ancestry, 
national or ethnic origin, creed, 
religion, age, gender identity, gender 
expression, marital status, family 
status or ability.”

• Community Safety Award – 
celebrates those who are dedicated 
to the development, promotion, or 
support of  initiatives that improve 
community safety, recognizing that 
“safer communities only happen 
when individuals take action to make 
a difference.”

• Citizen of  the Year – An annual 
award recognizing exceptional 
contributions made by a local citizen 
to our community, demonstrating 
“all-round community involvement 
rather than a specific activity or 
contribution.”

“Each of  our awards are of  equal 
importance,” says Shelley Ware, Special 
Events Coordinator for the Town of  Aurora. 
“For instance, with the Good Neighbour 
Award, there are over 55,000 residents 
in Aurora and we know there are good 
neighbours there. We have children playing 
in playgrounds, events happening, and all that 
happens because the community is safe and 
there are people who contribute to keeping 
the community safe. That is why we have 
developed the Community Safety Award.

“Then we have our Youth Volunteer 

Recognition Award and I feel our future is 
in great hands given the recipients we have 
had, what they are able to accomplish and 
what they are able to set out to do, especially 
given the challenges that youth have had to 
face in the last year. Aurora is a very green 
community and we take a lot of  pride in its 
nature, its landscape, its preservation, and the 
overall environment with the Green Award. 
Then we have the Good Business Award 
and you can’t even count the good deeds that 
are happening here, different industries are 
helping each other and even businesses in the 
same category are giving each other a hand-
up.”

Aurora’s Give Back Awards are 
traditionally presented at Town Hall before a 
packed house of  recipients, nominators and 
community members at large.

Last year, due to COVID-19, the 
ceremony took place virtually. While it was 
a less glitzy affair, organizers say it enabled 
more people to take part in the proceedings.

It is yet to be determined how the 2021 
awards ceremony will proceed, but a number 
of  options are being considered.

“We’re looking at perhaps hosting the 
actual ceremony outside for the first time ever 
at Town Park, which is going to take on an 
entirely different scope and experience,” says 
Ms. Ware. “It is going to be mixing enhanced 
technology with an in-person experience.

“But, before we get to the ceremony, 
we have to get the nominations in. This 
is an opportunity to recognize those who 
have really changed lives and sustained this 
community in the incredible state that it is in. 
We’re very dependent on the community to 
actively participate in the nomination process 
to bring forward those truly unsung heroes so, 
in a moment of  time, we can recognize that 
they have made a difference. The number of  
nominations should be overwhelmingly high 
because we’re really in a special place. We 
need the community to let us know who has 
made a difference, who has helped them, and 
who has made the sun shine a little brighter 
in this past year.”

For more on the program, including nomination 
forms, visit aurora.ca/cra. 

Councillor Harold Kim presents Tom Connor with the 2020 Citizen of the Year Award following  
a virtual Community Recognition Awards ceremony.              Auroran photo by Brock Weir
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Cossette MINISTRY OF HEALTH
Covid-19 Print
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Social  
gatherings can  
have deadly  
consequences.

Paid for by the Government of Ontario

Stay home to stop  
the spread of COVID-19.  
Learn more at  
ontario.ca/covid-19

T:5"

T:21"

Repose is a quality too 
many undervalue…In the 
clamor one is irresistibly 
drawn to the woman who 
sits gracefully relaxed, 
who keeps her hands still, 
talks in a low voice and 
listens with responsive 
eyes and smiles - Good 
Housekeeping, November 
1942

Most of  us have had more harried 
moments in our daily lives than tranquil 
ones. However, you may have had a 
gentle stream of  non-incidents in your 
life, then consider yourself  fortunate.

March is certainly a month of  
contrasts. We can have warm, spring-like 
weather one day, and then the following 
day takes us back to winter with a sudden 
blizzard or heavy downpour. Today may 
be windy and raw, yet the first snowdrops 
are beginning to blossom. You can see 
the subtle tone of  green slowly making its 
return to our garden.

March is a forward-looking month. 
At least that is how I see it. My daily 
walk takes me outside and I could feel 
the approaching spring, especially with 
our much-needed sunny days. One of  
the best things I can do is to live in the 
present moment, not stressing out about 
things but a gentle reminder to just live 
for today.

Next, we can think of  everything we 
are grateful for. A trick you may have 
learned for suppressing negative thoughts 
and feelings is to think of  everything you 
have. Think of  the things in this current 
moment that you can be grateful for.

Some of  us may be working to forgive 
everything. If  you feel you have a quick 
temper, especially if  someone cuts you 
off  in traffic, then take a deep breath or 
two and just let it go.  We don’t know 
if  the person ahead of  you is in a rush 
because of  an emergency.

Of  course, during this pandemic, 
spring is a much-needed focus to begin 
looking forward to what it all offers us. 
This past year I have learned to make 
cookies, all kinds of  breads, cleaned out 
the basement.  And, let me tell you, after 

41 years of  marriage it 
is the most refreshing 
sight to see nothing 
downstairs.

With a married 
daughter now, every 
reminder of  her 
childhood days is 
now appropriately 
and gratefully placed 
in her own home. Yes, 
there is joy to be had.  

Knowing that something good is coming 
your way pushes you to accomplish those 
tasks you may not necessarily want to 
do. Having something to look forward to 
makes you “feel good” because you can 
look at the future with a spark.  

So, now dear reader, not to leave you 
behind without some kind of  humble 
suggestions, here are just a few things you 
can do to move forward. The first step 
is to stop trying to pretend you aren’t 
affected by past events. You can’t get over 
the past until you accept it.  If  something 
happens that reminds you of  a traumatic 
event or triggers a strong emotional 
reaction, try to calmly acknowledge to 
yourself  that this is the case.

If  you find yourself  feeling like you 
should just “get over it” remind yourself  
that reality is more complicated than that. 
Traumatic events can actually change 
the way your brain works. This can take 
a long time to overcome, so do yourself  
a favor and cut yourself  some slack and 
try to be patient. You can’t revisit the past 
but you can change the way you perceive 
it and handle it from now on. 

Secondly, there are several activities 
called “embodied physical practices” that 
can help you make peace with the past. 
Meditation and yoga, for example, even 
chair yoga can help you develop personal 
coping techniques.

These activities help you become 
more sensitive to the ways your emotions 
affect different parts of  your body.  I can 
personally vouch for meditation after 
enduring a 12-hour surgery 26+ years 
ago in which I sat still in my bed, closed 
my eyes and became quiet. (That in itself  
was a challenge for a chatterbox like me!)  

SENIOR
SCAPE
Christina Doyle
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Let’s get back to enjoying the great service, selection and value that make our local shops and restaurants unique!

SHOP 
LOCAL 

SUPPORT 
LOCAL

Back to
BUSINESS

15218 Yonge St, Aurora, ON L4G 1L9
(905)503-7669 | www.romys.ca | eat@romys.ca

OPEN 
FOR 

DINNER
PICK-UP

TUESDAY 
TO SATURDAY

Refi ned Classics 
and new fl avours. 

Curbside Pick-up

Available

restaurant 
catering 
patio 
lounge

www.localerestaurants.ca

14845 Yonge Street 
Aurora 
905.503.4800

12981 Keele Street  
(at King Rd.) • King 
City • 905.833.2500

15150 Yonge St, Aurora, ON L4G 1M2 
(905) 751-0778

Health and safety: 
Staff wear masks. 
Staff required 
to disinfect surfaces. 
between visits. 

Menu: aquagrill.ca
Reservation: 

Order: aquagrill.ca

15150 Yonge St, Aurora, ON L4G 1M2 

aquagrill.ca | opentable.ca

15570 Yonge St, Aurora, ON L4G 1P2
(905) 713-1411

Order: skipthedishes.com

Tuesday to Friday for Lunch 11:30-2:30 
Dinner 5pm-9pm for dine in and take out

Saturday and Sunday for Dinner from 5pm – 9pm

Seating Times 
5pm 

6:30pm 
and 8pm

14888 Yonge St, Aurora, ON L4G 1M7
Menu: fillyandcopub.com

(905) 727-4271

Monday -Thursday: 4PM - 9PM
Friday: 12PM - 9PM
Saturday: 4PM - 9PM
Sunday: CLOSEDH

O
U

R
S

15171 Yonge St, Aurora, ON L4G 1G6
(905) 726-3337

ubereats.com                  doordash.com 
                  skipthedishes.com

Specializing 
in Creativity
WE MAKE 
MOUTHS 

WATER

                  skipthedishes.com

Located in SmartCentres Aurora
14760 Yonge St, Aurora, ON L4G 7H8

Reservation: opentable.ca
Order: stateandmain.ca, skipthedishes.com

(905) 503-7900

SUN-WED 11AM-9PM
THURS-SAT 11AM-10PM

14889 Yonge St, Aurora, ON L4G 1M6
Menu: graystonesrestaurant.ca

(905) 727-9561

GGGRAYSTONES 
RESTAURANT

Fabulous European Cuisine 

In the heart of Aurora!
If you wish to call in your order early, 

we are here: 
Thursday – Sunday 12pm – 8pm

PICK-UP:

Thursday to Sunday 4pm – 8pm

15230 Yonge St
(905) 727-5100

ubereats.com, doordash.com, skipthedishes.com

Situated in the 
Heart of Downtown Aurora

Situated in the 
More than Seafood 

rosiesbar.ca

905.503.6500
15474 Yonge St. Aurora

Just past the 1st set of lights 
north of Wellington On the West side

Call for TAKE-OUT

905.727.4751
289 WELLINGTON STREET EAST, L4G 6H6, AURORA

AURORA CURBSIDE STORE HOURS
Monday to Friday 8:00 - 6:00pm
Saturday 8:00 - 5:00pm    
Sunday 10:00 - 4:00pm

(conditions apply)
DELIVERY over 

$50 also AVAILABLE

Monday to Friday 8:00am - 4:30pm
Saturday 9:00am - 5:00pm 
Sunday 10:00am - 4:00pm

905.727.4751
289 Wellington Street East, Aurora

OPEN
WALK IN TRAFFIC

We are also offering 
CURBSIDE PICKUP

We are 

to

Aurora Shopping Centre
14800 Yonge St., Unit 112, Aurora, ON

Hunan, Mandarin, Szechuan & Cantonese Style
Best Food, Fast Take Out

100% Vegetable Oil
www.empirechef.com

905-503-6888 • 905-503-6688

MSG

This page is proudly sponsored by Bunn-O-Matic Corporation of Canada in support of local
businesses. Bunn-O-Matic Corporation of Canada (BUNN®) is a manufacturing facility,
not open to the public, located in Aurora.
COMMERCIAL BEVERAGE EQUIPMENT • BUNNserve® • HOME PRODUCTS 
Since 1964
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Tel: 905-727-6401
www.nyhp.on.ca

8 Industrial Pkwy. S.
Aurora, Ontario

We sell 
all types of 

Filters 
Humidifiers 
Air Cleaners 

& Water Pumps

Sports • News • Coming Events  
Classifieds • At Your Service

SECTION B 
www.fl oorsdirectnorth.cawww.fl oorsdirectnorth.ca

NEWMARKET SHOWROOM
105 Harry Walker Pkwy N.
Unit 1, Newmarket, ON L3Y 7B3

Inquiries@fl oorsDirectnorth.ca

Your friendly local fl ooring experts

T: 905-235-4400  |  F: 905-235-4411

Now Open Online 
Flooring Store. 

Now Open Online 
Flooring Store. 

Visit us at  Visit us at  

   Vol. 21  No. 23    905-727-3300 Week of March 25, 2021TheAuroran.com FREE CMCA
AUDITED

YEARS

newroads.ca

Caring for 
Our Community

Auroran Sports Basebar 2017_Layout 1  2018-05-14  10:52 AM  Page 4

DAMIR VRANCIC
LAW OFFICE

BUSINESS LAW, 
REAL ESTATE, 

WILLS & ESTATES

905-841-6411
Providing valued and trusted 

legal advice since 1983

York Foot Orthotics and Bracing
14 Wellington Street East, Suite 4, Aurora  905-841-3838  � 

deanmwoodcock@gmail.com

specializing inYork Foot Orthotics & Bracing
FOOT PAIN/KNEE PAIN

• Custom Orthotics 
• Custom Knee Braces
• Ankle Braces

FAST 
TURNAROUND 

in 3 days if needed. 
York Foot Orthotics and Bracing

14 Wellington Street East, Suite 4, Aurora  

FOOT PAIN/KNEE PAIN
• Custom Orthotics 
• Custom Knee Braces
• Ankle Braces

FAST 
TURNAROUND 

in 3 days if needed. 

as an essential 
medical service; 
I am here to help 

you! All COVID safety 
measures are in place

WE ARE 
STILL OPEN

Aurora Tigers partner with Serpa Motorsports
By Robert Belardi 

The Aurora Tigers has announced 
their fourth and newest sponsorship 
to the club, according to Team 
Governor Jim Thomson.

Connected by the father of  
Dawson Doner, the newest player on 
the Aurora Tigers roster, is how the 
partnership came together. 

“He said to me one morning we 
should get a Tiger truck. He took 
me over for a meeting with Frank 
and Stefano. They loved the idea of  
the cross advertising. They got me 
a truck and they wrapped it. The 
result was beautiful,” Thomson said. 

The Serpa family have been 
involved in the Newmarket and 
Aurora community for the past 
eight years. Originally, the family 
owned Avante Mazda in Richmond 
Hill and the business has simply 
blossomed over the past 25 years. 
They now have locations in Aurora 
and Toronto.

When the potential came to 
sponsor the Aurora Tigers, they 
were thrilled. 

“It felt incredible. I grew up 
playing competitive hockey. I always 
knew about the Aurora Tigers. We’re 
honoured to be able to be a part of  
the organization that’s been around 
for such a long time,” said Stefano 

By Robert Belardi 

The Ontario Minor Hockey 
Association has introduced a 
player-assist program for the 
first-time, helping families across 
Ontario financially impacted due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

“Basically, mirroring the goalie 
program, is this player assist 
program. Now what we would 
do is provide player kits to the 
association,” Executive Director 
of  the OMHA Ian Taylor says. 

“Players can try the sport and 
sample the sport without having 
to put all that investment in all 
that equipment. The goal for us is 
eliminating another one of  those 
barriers to entry.”

The goalie-assist program, 
introduced 10 years ago, 
supplements the cost of  goalie 
equipment for parents by providing 
rental equipment for children 
between the ages of  five and seven. 
As per the OMHA’s statement, 480 
sets of  equipment have been rented 
out since the program’s inception. 

The same concept will be applied 
in this player-assist program. 
Players at or under the age of  seven 
will be given equipment to borrow. 

To qualify, minor hockey 
associations around the province 
must apply to the OMHA by March 
28. If  approved, that association 
can provide the equipment at their 
discretion. 

Depending on the demand it 
is highly unlikely minor hockey 
associations will receive equipment 
in consecutive seasons. 

“I don’t think we’ve duplicated 
anybody yet in the goalie assist, but 

I guess it all depends on the demand 
and how many applications we 
get,” Taylor said. 

“We want to spread the 
wealth. We want to give as much 
opportunity across the board.” 

Taylor recognizes children don’t 
just walk into playing hockey; 
there are plenty of  external factors 
preventing families from signing 
up their children that are far 
beyond registration fees. He hopes 
this program will have an excellent 
impact moving forward for families 
across Ontario. It could be the 
gateway for children coming into 
the sport or simply, spending a 
year trying it out. 

The OMHA noted over 350 
families through 10 minor hockey 
associations will have costs 
eliminated. 

Assisting the OMHA with this 
program is their loyal sponsor since 
2018, the Egg Farmers of  Ontario. 

Historically, they have only been 
a sponsor during the playoffs, but 
with the post-season having been 
cancelled, they found another way 
to help out minor hockey. 

“They could have easily stepped 
away. They just didn’t want to 
do that. They said, how else 
can we make an impact in the 
community?” Taylor said. 

“They stepped up, in fact. It 
will impact kids. It will impact 
directly and…this might be a more 
important way to be involved. It’s 
just great.” 

For more information, 
contact your local minor hockey 
association to find out if  they have 
been approved and how to qualify 
for either of  the assist programs 
offered. 

Player Assist Program  
will help families in need

Contributed Photo

Serpa. 
“Jim is a gentleman and a great 

community guy. We’re excited to be 
a part of  this team.” 

Serpa added that now more than 
ever is the time for a community to 
be closer together. He and his father 
Frank have always made sure they 
have been a part of  the communities 
they have worked in. Currently they 
have a title at the Magna Centre and 
have a room in Old Town Hall in 
Newmarket. 

Serpa Motorsports will be 
emblazoned on the ice and on the 
boards in the arena. There have 
been talks about a Serpa Section 

designated for all of  the families 
within the business. 

Since the shutdown of  the season 
last year, Access Storage became 
the new name sponsor of  the team. 
Other new sponsors along with Serpa 
Motorsports are Monofleur Florists 
and All Tied Up in Newmarket, and 
Art Studio Tattoos in Aurora. 

“Under the circumstances it’s 
been unbelievable. COVID, local 
companies. I’m happy. It’s really 
good that local businesses have 
stepped up,” Thomson said. 

The Tigers still await an 
announcement from the OJHL as to 
when the season will begin. 
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Our Local Sport 
O r g a n i z a t i o n s 
(LSOs) number 
well over 45. Only 
a few of  them are 
private and “for-
profit,” and each of  these for-profit 
organizations guarantee their ability 
to deliver programs by owning or 
renting the space required.

Most of  Aurora’s LSOs, however, 
are not-for profit, volunteer-driven 
organizations that are reliant on 
permits to use facilities, fields, pools 
and rinks owned and operated by 
others, such as the Town, School 
Boards and private entities. These 
costs, of  course, are passed on to 
the consumers (parents usually) in 
participant fees.

To get an idea of  the scope of  this, 
the Town received approximately 
$2M in permit fees in the past number 
of  years from sport organizations 
and others who rent their spaces. 
Both the availability and cost are 
important to each LSO. We all know 
that as fees to participants rise, the 
participation rates fall. Some people 
can’t afford these fees for what we 
believe are “essential” services. No 
one wants prices to escalate, nor do 
they want facilities to be unavailable.

The Town of  Aurora publishes 
permitting policies that reflect the 
allocation priorities, regulations and 
fees charged. Most of  our LSOs are 
acutely aware of  these policies, as 
their existence depends upon them. 
They simply ask that spaces are 
permitted properly, fairly and on 
time.

The Town is an expert partner in 
these allocation policies and sport 
could not survive or thrive without 
these facilities and this expertise. 
When an issue about building a 

field, pool, rink, or 
gym arises, LSOs 
therefore take note. 
They are also often 
vocal, explaining 
their rationale 

because the consequences of  building 
one facility or another is critical to 
their work. Their advocacy is vital 
to keeping their programs running.

At the recent Sport Aurora annual 
general meeting, the membership 
asked what was known about a 
rumoured sale of  the Aurora Sports 
Dome. Subsequently, Sport Aurora 
asked the Town for some details.

In a private e-newsletter, the 
Mayor announced the sale of  
the Sports Dome to the Town 
without providing details. It was 
then followed by a message to all 
sport organizations from the CAO, 
suggesting that details would follow. 

First, let me thank the Redvers 
family for their vision and business 
acumen. They brought this facility, 
the first of  its kind, to Aurora. It 
was an example of  a public/private 
partnership where the Town leased 
the land and the owner invested 
in the infrastructure as well as 
operations to make it work.

Our sports organizations have 
benefitted from having a much-
needed safe, friendly, indoor facility 
so that training and competition 
could continue through our 
challenging winter months. Sport 
is restless in their anticipation 
of  further details about this sale, 
because knowing the impact of  this 
new ownership on program delivery 
is key. They trust that this facility 
will remain available to our all our 
LSOs, and that they continue to 
have fair and affordable allocation 
policies applied. 

New sidewalk considered to 
connect Library Square to 
Town Park

Connecting Library Square to 
Town Park is one of  the long-standing 
visions for Aurora’s Cultural Precinct. 
But how to achieve this has been a 
question for almost as long.

The answer, however, might be 
a new sidewalk on the north side of  
Metcalfe Street from Victoria Street in 
the west to Wells Street in the north.

This is the option Council is due 
to consider this week, according to a 
report from Anca Mihail, Manager of  
Engineering for the Town of  Aurora. 

The recommendation nixes a 
previously-proposed pathway through 
the parking lot of  Trinity Anglican 
Church and the property belonging 
to the apartment building lying 
immediately north of  the place of  
worship.

“The investigation revealed that the 
most feasible location for a connecting 
walkway through private properties 
is along the landscaped area to the 
north of  the Trinity Anglican Church 
parking lot and out to Wells Street 
through the adjacent 68 Wells Street 
property,” she said. “However, even 
this most feasible walkway location is 
not recommended due to numerous 
constraints and conflicts.”

Among these challenges were 
relocating existing lamp posts, 
restrictions in width, and the adverse 
impact a pathway would have 
for parking servicing the 12-unit 
apartment building. 

A parking lot along the north side of  
Metcalfe also has challenges, but these 
are less detrimental, said Ms. Mihail.

“During the Trinity Anglican 
Church property investigation, staff  
identified the construction of  a 1.5 

metre wide sidewalk with a boulevard 
along the north side of  Metcalfe 
Street,” she said. “There is an existing 
sidewalk on the south side of  Metcalfe 
Street. However, a sidewalk on the 
north side would provide a more 
direct route between Library Square 
and Town Park. The church parking 
lot entrance and the driveway for 72 
Wells Street are the only entrances that 
would be impacted by a new sidewalk 
along this stretch of  Metcalfe Street. 
However, should Council decide not to 
proceed with the sidewalk as proposed 
by staff, there are existing less direct 
connections between Library Square 
and Town Park.

“The benefits of  a new sidewalk 
on the north side of  Metcalfe Street, 
as opposed to a connecting walkway 
through private property [include]: 
the sidewalk is located within the 
existing municipal right of  way, 
which significantly reduces the cost 
and no easements, property takings, 
or property owner negotiations and 
agreements would be required; the 
sidewalk would direct pedestrians 
to crosswalks at all intersections, 
which eliminates the need for mid-
block crosswalks that are generally 
not recommended; and the sidewalk 
would improve pedestrian access from 
Metcalfe Street to the Trinity Anglican 
Church building, as well as improve 
access to  the existing mailboxes 
located on the north side of  Metcalfe 
Street.”

If  staff  ultimately approves the 
sidewalk project this month, it is 
proposed that the design work would 
be carried out in-house for the end of  
the year. At that point, any costs would 
be contingent on the 2022 Capital 
Budget. The end result, if  completed, 
would be 1.5 metres wide for a length 
of  155 metres. 

Ron Weese

SPORT 
SCRAPS

e
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Independent Lifestyle
Includes meals, housekeeping and activities.

Personalized Care Plan
 Includes medication management and 

assistance with personal care.

It’s Time to Enjoy Life!
Move into The Roxborough where 

life can be sociable, safe and secure.

Pet friendly

*some conditions apply 905.853.4573 
1 Roxborough Road, Newmarket, ON | verveseniorliving.com 

Across from Southlake Regional Health Centre
A member of Kreston International  |  A global network of independent accounting firms 

krestongta.com | 905.713.1173 | 66 Wellington Street East, Aurora, Ontario

Serving Aurora businesses 
for over 20 years

- Corporate year end taxes 

- Financial statement preparation 

- Accounting and bookkeeping 

- Business and personal tax planning 

- Personal tax preparation 

- US tax preparation

- Estate planning

To set up a free consultation, 
please call or email us: info@krestongta.com

Kreston GTA, Chartered Professional Accountants 

A completely different world for Hope House  
after a year in pandemic

A year of COVID-19 has significantly changed operations at Aurora’s Hope House Hospice. Here, 
Georgina, Tori, Jenny and Linda prepare a shipment of groceries for clients, a joint initiative between 
the Hospice and York Region Food Network. 

Auroran photo by Glenn Rodger

It is always hard to say goodbye.
The death of  a loved one can cause 

emotional upheaval, grief  that is 
sometimes easier to shoulder if  shared. 
But the global pandemic has, in many 
ways, robbed those grieving of  doing so 
with their own networks of  emotional 
support. If  you lost a spouse, parent or 
friend before the pandemic, the isolation 
has, in many ways, also renewed the 
grieving process.

This is a reality that has been identified 
by Hope House Hospice (formerly 
Hospice King Aurora) and is one of  the 
many ways they have been adapting to a 
landscape forever changed by COVID-19.

“We have completely changed the 
way we do things,” says Heidi Bonner, 
Executive Director of  Hope House.

Last March, Hope House was forced 
to stop their in-person support programs, 
shifting their work to online support and 
counselling, as well as services over the 
phone, including group programming.

Their in-home visiting program, of  
course, had to stop before being retooled 
to outreach over the phone, and new 
programs, which were not previously on 
the Hospice’s radar, not only became 
reality but essential in our collective new 
normal. 

“The uptake in online programs was 
really great,” says Ms. Bonner. “We had 
volunteers that offered to be what we call 
‘tech shepherds’ helping clients navigate 
through technology such as learning how 
to use Zoom and getting them set up and 
confident. Pretty much right away we 
were able to offer some of  our support 
groups via Zoom.”

This past summer, Hope House 
launched a support group for sudden loss, 
including clients who have experienced a 
loss due to suicide, an accident and, more 
recently, COVID-19.

“Coping with death is difficult anyway, 
but this past year, because of  isolation, 
people aren’t able to have those important 
rituals that have to do with supporting the 
family,” says Ms. Bonner. “That hasn’t 
been possible and death during this time 

has been extra-difficult for people.”
These losses can also be particularly 

difficult for children and COVID-19 
presented Hope House with an 
opportunity to reach out to this key 
demographic.

Grief  Busters is a bereavement camp 
for kids experiencing a loss.

In before-times, Grief  Busters was a 
five-day camp, but a pivot towards virtual 
camp allowed the Hospice to expand 
into a six-week course which will also be 
run this summer with a Camp in a Box 
component that will equip campers with 
everything they need.

Grief  Busters is not the only program 
that has found opportunities within a 
challenging time. As one-to-one group 
support has continued through Zoom, 
their Day Program, which used to be 
operated in-house has been transformed 
into “Pathways,” providing an opportunity 
for anyone living with a life-threatening, 
progressive illness to find support.

“It involves weekly connections with 
our nurse practitioner for psychosocial 
support,” says Ms. Bonner. “We’re 
redefining that program and it seems to 
be working really well. What has been an 
interesting learning is Pathways [online] 
can support people further along their 
path. With our clients, as they declined, 
they would no longer be able to attend the 
program pre-COVID because it involved 
going out of  their house and coming to 
us. We have found we’re able to keep that 
connection with them longer because it is 
easier for them to attend and be supportive 
in that way.

“With our bereavement programs, 
the connection there is pretty amazing 
because the groups are brought into 
each other’s homes in a way. If  there was 
a picture of  a loved one they wanted to 
show, they could grab it. If  there was a 
special object they wanted to share, it 
has become a lot more personal and the 
connections and bonding, I think, have 
been incredibly strengthened because 

people are comfortable in their own 
spaces. They are also sharing personal 
items that relate to the stories they may be 
telling.”

Throughout the course of  the 
pandemic, Hope House has carried out 
109 bereavement sessions in this manner, 
along with 147 sessions of  their wellness 
programs, which incorporate meditation 
and breathing techniques, along with yoga 
and aromatherapy.

Additionally, Hope House, in 
conjunction with the York Region Food 
Network, with whom they share space 
on Industrial Parkway South, have 
collaborated on delivering meals to clients.

“Back in March, the York Region Food 
Network approached us to see if  there was 
a need for our clients to get some help with 
meals and we put it out to clients and they 
were very appreciative of  that offer,” says 
Ms. Bonner. “Since then, working with 
the Food Network, they prepare the food 
and our Hope House volunteers deliver 
the meals on a weekly basis. We have had 
almost 540 deliveries of  food to clients and 
their families, more than 540 drop-offs of  
meals. It is quite significant in terms of  
this wonderful support the partnership has 
enabled.

“One of  our clients said, ‘It seems like 
the biggest thing in the world is getting 
freshly cooked food prepared to our taste 
and delivered to our home with warmth, 
bringing good vibrations.’ It is a big support 
for them, there are lots of  moving parts 
and lots of  people involved in supporting 
those clients with this particular program.

“We would not be able to do what we 
do without our volunteers. They have 
been incredibly flexible during these times, 
supporting our clients in different ways, 
dropping items off, meeting with them 
via telephone or zoom. We’re grateful 
they have been so flexible in wanting to 
help us out and do what they can for their 
communities.”

For more on Hope House Hospice, visit 
hopehousehospice.com.
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Banners shine light on Library Square’s future

On Friday, Phil Rose Donahoe, Project Manager for Library Square, Katrina Estacio, Marketing and 
Creative Specialist for the Library Square project, and Louise Dyer of the Town of Aurora transformed 
the blue fences surrounding the downtown revitalization project into a showcase of the themes that 
have come to drive the project. This is the first phase of a multi-pronged banner program which is 
designed to become increasingly interactive as the project progresses. (Top) Katrina, Phil and Louise 
prepare the “Cultural” banner, emblematic of the Aurora Cultural Centre and Aurora Museum & 
Archives’ place within the project. (Bottom Right) The Aurora Public Library has rolled out an interactive 
component, encouraging members of the public to participate in a “Yarn Bomb” project. 

Auroran photos by Brock Weir
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Each one of us is unique with our own story to tell. 
At Thompson Funeral Home we understand this 
and that’s why you can rely on us to capture a 
person’s essence with a service that’s both a fi tting 
refl ection and a memorable tribute. Take the emotional 
and fi nancial stress from your family, and guarantee 
todays costs with affordable monthly payment options. 

How doYou want 

            to beRemembered?

T NHOMPSO
Funeral Home

530 Industrial Parkway S., Aurora 
905-727-5421 

www.thompsonfh-aurora.com

Banners at Library Square designed 
to be a “celebration”  
of things to come

It will be more than a year and a half  until 
Library Square is ready for occupancy, 
but, if  you want a sneak peek, the fences 
surrounding the construction site at Victoria 
and Church Streets are now shining a light 
on things to come.

On Friday, members of  the Town’s 
Library Square team were hard at work 
covering the blue metal fences, which 
have become synonymous with Library 
Square’s construction since ground was 
officially broken last summer, with banners 
celebrating the themes that have become 
driving forces of  the development: arts, 
community, music, culture, history, and 
more.

“I wanted to give the community 
something to feel proud of, so when they 
are walking down here they get excited 
about the project,” says Katrina Estacio, 
Marketing and Creative Specialist for 
the Library Square project, who was on 
site hanging the bold banners alongside 
project manager Phil Rose-Donahoe and 
Louise Dyer of  the Town. “I really wanted 
to capture the feel of  what the space will 
be once it is open. It will be a place for 
community, a place for creativity, and 
we really wanted to get that out on the 
banners. From a social media standpoint 
too, I wanted to have them so vibrant 
people wanted to take pictures in front of  
them to create a buzz as well.”

The banners, which are now installed 
primarily on the Victoria Street side of  
the redevelopment project, are the first in 
a multi-phase banner program which is 
designed to not only entice visitors to the 
site but to become increasingly interactive 
as new phases roll out.

“I really wanted to focus on the 
community and what this place will leave 
for them,” continued Ms. Estacio. We’re 
nothing without the people who make this 
Town and this is what I really wanted to 
reflect here. It is a place for everyone and 
hopefully once COVID is over, it will be 
the place where everyone goes and gets to 
know everybody again.”

According to Mr. Rose-Donahoe, this is 
just one way the Library Square team has 
to engage the public.

“Currently on Church Street, facing 
south, the Aurora Public Library has put 
up a ‘yarn bomb’ activity as part of  their 
Take & Make program where you can take 

the activity, do some yarn and they will put 
it up on the fence,” he says. “With their 
One Book One Aurora challenge [with 
novel] Chasing Painted Horses, there is a 
chalk wall in the book where one of  the 
protagonists has in their kitchen and Reccia 
[Mandelcorn, the Library’s Manager of  
Community Engagement] and the staff  
want to replicate that in the summer on 
the fence around July or August to coincide 
with One Book One Aurora.

“We’ll have some chalk and people can 
write a message either about the book or 
about this project.”

Further installations will include “ribbon 
art” where people can come by with their 
family and friends and weave a design in 
and out through the bars on the fence.

“I think by the time this project is done 
over the next year and a half  or so, we 
want as much of  this construction fencing 
to become a canvas for something. And it 
also hides the dirt and the gross stuff  that is 
happening on site!”

Outside of  the construction itself, the 
next step of  Library Square’s journey 
will be Council deciding on a final and 
permanent name for the community space, 
including the significant addition to the 
Church Street School, potentially as early 
as next month. In the meantime, feedback 
from the public, says Mr. Rose-Donahoe, is 
providing staff  with a picture of  how the 
community might use the facility once it is 
ready.

“What we’re hearing is people want it 
to be something different for each user 
group,” he says. “It is not just about arts, 
it is not just about culture, it is not just 
about theatre; it is about community, 
kickstarting the redevelopment of  
downtown, and I think one of  the 
underlying things is collaboration and 
partnership, whether it is with Economic 
Development Groups, the BIA or local 
businesses.

“Of  course, we have the Cultural 
Centre, Museum and Town and Library 
working together to animate that space. I 
think a lot of  the words we’re getting are 
fun, community, creativity, innovation, 
a gathering place, I think people just 
want a place to go and have a coffee in 
the morning and sit on the plaza in the 
summertime, maybe do some skating 
in the wintertime. I think those are the 
key phrases we’re getting; moving away 
from Library Square and focusing on 
something that is a little bit more inclusive 
of  all the partners that are part of  this.”

Call us at 905.727.8046 or visit www.robertscpa.ca
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PROPANE
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(905) 841-6243
www.mollymaid.ca

Why take a chance...
go with who you know!

Complete cremation service for $2,205.

10% OFF
 goods and services 
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DANIEL’S ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION
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encroach on protected heritage?
Considering the proximity of  the trees 

and their shallow root structure to the 
proposed sidewalk, the Town will need 
to determine through Ontario Heritage 
Trust if  the proposed sidewalk will affect 
our natural heritage.

A cement sidewalk will significantly 
affect water and nutrient uptake plus 
sustain pedestrian, sidewalk winter 
plowing, and winter salting damage as 
the trees on the south side of  Metcalfe 
have been observed to have (they are 
deciduous trees, however, with long 
taproots).

Our natural heritage feature is not 
only significant to our property, it is also 
an asset to the Town’s Cultural Precinct. 
These century-old trees are one of  the 
last stands of  natural vegetation in 
downtown Aurora.

We have watched many other trees of  
similar age, including those on the Trinity 
Anglican’s manse property die (black 
walnut) or been sorrily compromised 
and weakened by nearby pavement. 
Does the Town believe in protecting 
natural heritage?

In summary, this proposed sidewalk is 
a waste of  taxpayers’ money considering 
sufficient infrastructure already exists to 
link pedestrian traffic from the Square to 
the Park. The Town has steadily eroded 
the natural heritage of  the Cultural 
Precinct in the last 10 years. Little 
heritage vegetation exists to boast that 
the Town cares about natural heritage.

Unfortunately, this new sidewalk 
plan feels more like retribution for the 
years our family worked to protect our 
downtown heritage neighbourhood.

The Leonard Family
Aurora

LETTER   TO  THE  EDITOR

EST. 1972

905-727-3210

PB S
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www.bobsplumbing.ca

Plumbing Service

I then envisioned a bright white light 
coming down over my head and slowly 
going through my body and cleansing it 
and making each part of  my body white 
and clear. After a few minutes I felt so 
much better and I came to better terms 
of  my health and my healing process.

Finally, one of  the activities I also did 
was journaling. Expressive writing has 
both mental and physical health benefits. 
It helped me process my emotions and 
it helped restore my sleeping patterns.  
This kind of  emotional work can take 
some time and introspection but it can 

be very productive if  you let the process 
unfold on its own.

Therefore, always believe in yourself. 
Focus on the progress that you are 
making. Count everyday as a blessing, 
remember we’re human and we all 
make mistakes. As my wise young 
daughter once told me, once, “don’t 
beat yourself  up, just smile, relax and 
let go.” Have a cup of  cheer and let’s 
move on together this month!

SENIORS’ CENRE WITHOUT WALLS

Seniors’ Centre Without Walls 
(SCWW) is just like attending a fitness 
class, seminar or playing a game at the 

Centre but from the safety of  your home. 
Join us over the phone, and with Chair 
Exercise and Stretch and Relax, Chair 
Tai-Chi and Chair Zumba programs, 
also on ZOOM video conferencing 

too. All SCWW Programs are FREE to 
join, 30 minutes long and occur 7 days 
a week. 

For more information, telephone 
905-727-3123 ext. 3614.

SENIOR SCAPE
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DEATH NOTICE

AUCTION SALE

Come join a dynamic, fast paced, growing entrepreneurial 
company looking for young, enthusiastic sales representatives. 
A rewarding, lucrative opportunity for the right candidate.

Think you can sell?

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
•  Tour groups of students through houses and apartments to rent them out for 

the annual rental campaign.
•  Plan, Prepare and Execute Advertising and Marketing Material for the annual rental campaign. 
•  Complete all necessary paperwork involved in lease signing and payment 

collection for newly rented units.
•  Work with all current tenants in completing necessary paperwork for renewal units 

EXPECTATIONS:
• Have a positive attitude 
• Willing to work hard and enjoy rewards in a team environment
• Willing to take chances and learn from your peers

DESIRED SKILLS & EXPERIENCE:
•  Sales Driven
•  Work well in results based environment 
•  Goal Oriented 
•  Great Personal Skills
•   Some Sales Skills Preferred but would be

willing to train the right candidate
•   Marketing and/or Communication 

education would be a great fi t

COMPENSATION:
Base + Commission

Let’s Talk.
EMAIL RESUME FOR CONSIDERATION: 
employment@londonprop.com

Come join a dynamic, fast paced, growing entrepreneurial  
company looking for an energetic Freelance Reporter  

with a passion for community news. 
The ideal candidate will have a distinct willingness  

to cover local community events and issues.

Freelance Reporter
for Local Community Newspaper

Interested and qualified  
candidates should forward  
their cover letter and resume to
brock@auroran.com

Let’s Talk.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
• Freelance reporting work for weekly  

community newspapers and special projects 

• Will produce stories and bylines for the events they cover

• Will be paid on a freelance/contract basis per project/story

• Generate story ideas and follow up on news tips

• Take photographs

• Work some evenings and weekends, as required

QUALIFICATIONS:
• Diploma in journalism preferred

• Candidates should have experience working on 
the editorial side of the newspaper industry

• Excellent writing, editing and photography skills

• Valid driver’s license and a reliable vehicle

• Reporting experience an asset

• An interest in local issues is a necessity,  
as the majority of the writing for this role will be local

YEARS

ADVERTISE in
 THE AURORAN 

CLASSIFIEDS 

(905) 727-3300 
 EXT. 102

Thank You Carriers !

for delivering THE AURORAN 

during these challenging times.

SERVICESHELP WANTED

ONLINE AUCTION SALE
FOR WILBERT BACH

TEXT OR PH # 1-647-294-7695 FOR APPT. VIEWING
EM. # 13470 TORBRAM RD. CALEDON

THURSDAY APRIL 8TH 6 PM
DUE TO COVID 19 RESTRICTIONS VIEWING IS NOT AVAILABLE
Combine Heads; Case IH #2366 axle flow 2 WD A.C., engine hrs only 419, separator hrs only 275 hrs. 
CIH #1020 – 25’ flex head; C IH #2206 – 30” 6R corn head ; 2 Horst – CHC header wagons;
Tractors Case IH MXM 175 – 2 WD w/cab, 243 hrs showing on new tack (very clean unit) Case 1370 – 2 
WD cab; Int. 656 diesel OS; Int. 656 gas OS w/ldr 
Compact LBH Kubota L340 diesel 4WD c/w LA463 ldr & bucket also c/w Kubota backhoe only 444 hrs; 
Jacobsen HR610 diesel mower 4 WD w/Ransome 10 ‘2” hyd folding bat wings
Truck & Trailer 1991 Ford F600 – 100% propane truck; 2008 Carmate 16’ bed TA trailer 
Grain Bins & Blower Westeel 5 ring 21’ diameter approx 6,000 bu bin w/full flooration; Butler 5 ring 19’ 
diameter approx 4,000 to 4,500 bu bin w/full floorareation (purchaser removes); As New Walinga Agri-
Vac 510F pto 5” sucker blower.
Building approx 100’ x 80’ steel frame building (purchaser removes plus has to have a demolition permit;)
Tillage Equip Int. 4600 – 28’ TA cult; Versatile 100 – 17’ cult; White 548 – 5F x 18”; White 435 – 12’ 
shank chisel plow; R.T. 14’ 4” Land Packer; plow;
Equip Unverferth 325 – 400 bu w/extensions c/w Horst dble reach gear w/315 x 22.5 tires; Turnco grain 
wagon; JD 7000 – 6R corn planter; NH 328 spreader plus misc.
COVID RESTRICTIONS Due to Covid 19 on line auction only
Terms For terms, full list, pictures and details go to Severnauctions.hibid.com
Severn Auctioneering Inc.
Bob Severn Auctioneer      Severnauctions.hibid.com
The auction advertiser.comR/Severn   Severnauctions.wixsite.com/severn

FRIDAY, MARCH 26
The Alzheimer Society of  York Region will 

host Ron Beleno for the second of  a two-part 
seminar presented by Finding Your Way. The 
second installment offers information about the 
COVID-19 space, home safety tips, safety around 
transportation, community and isolation, and 
more. Held over Zoom. For more, email jcruz@
alzheimer-york.com.

APRIL 3 – 25
Get outdoors with your family and walk your 

neighbourhood, park or trail for a chance to win a 
prize from Brainy Games. It’s the introduction of  a 

unique online walking game. There are thousands 
of  words hidden virtually all over Aurora. Use 
your phone to collect them. Organizers will have 
three prizes each day of  every weekend in April. 
Visit walk-to.win for more.

THURSDAY, APRIL 8
Amnesty International’s Aurora-Newmarket 

chapter holds their monthly meeting the 
second Thursday of  the month (January – May, 
September to November) from 7.30 – 8.10 p.m. 
to discuss current human rights issues and to write 
special appeal letters. Meetings are currently held 
over Zoom. The event is free and all are welcome. 
For more, email Renee at reneeandlen@rogers.
com or visit amnestyaurora.wordpress.com.

APRIL 12 – APRIL 25
Studio Tour King is celebrating its 16th year. 

Due to the pandemic, the studio tour will be held 
virtually and take place the weeks of  April 12 to 25 
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. The preview will be on the 
Arts Society King website (www.artssocietyking.ca) 
from April 5 to 11 with links to the artists’ websites 
and/or social media. This year, Studio Tour King 
will feature twenty artists and artisans who will be 
introduced on Facebook.com/studiotourking page 
and the ASK website starting on February 22. The 
studio tour will include fine paintings (in acrylic, 
oil, and watercolour), photography, fibre arts, 
mixed media, etc.

THINGS 
You Ought To Know

I am looking for GENERAL LABOUR. Students 
are also welcome. The job is general maintenance 
cutting grass, raking leaves and minor construction 
work.

Mitchell, Betty Ruth (nee Allcock) passed away peacefully on Sunday March 21, 2021 at 
Campbell House Hospice in Collingwood in her 89th year. Betty, beloved wife of  the late 
Relph. Proud and loving mother of  Wendy (Bruce) Hennigar, Catherine (Jody) LaPlante, Brian 
(Donna) and Steven (Judy). Cherished grandmother of  Kevin (Jessica), Carly, Andrea, Lisa, 
Mark and Jennifer (Ben); great grandmother of  Annabelle and Emilia. She is survived by her 
sister Jessie (Tony), predeceased by sister Myril and brother Glen. Betty was a longtime resident 
of  Aurora and dedicated volunteer with the Children’s Aid Society of  York Region. She loved 
to knit and crochet and was known for her award winning butter tarts and fudge. Betty will be 
deeply missed by all who knew her. Cremation has taken place and a private family service will 
be held. As an expression of  sympathy donations to Hospice Georgian Triangle – Campbell 
House or the York Region Children’s Fund would be appreciated by the family. Friends may visit 
Betty’s online Book of  Memories at www.fawcettfuneralhomes.com

Mitchell, Betty Ruth (nee Allcock) 
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Proud to have been helping Aurora residents 
with their Real Estate needs for 24 Years

16945 Leslie Street
Units 247-29, Newmarket ON L3Y 9A2
p: 905-895-5972   e: sean@seanherbinson.com

Sean Herbinson Broker

NEED ANSWERS?

Contact Sean directly at 905-717-5234 
or by email Sean@SeanHerbinson.com

Not intended to solicit individuals currently under agency contract.

Should we buy? 
Should we sell? 
Is our timing right? 
Trade up? Trade down? 
Country living? City living? 
Condo? Freehold? Townhomes? 
Bungalow? Multilevel? 
Down payment amount? 
Cost of a mortgage? Affordability? 

Good Area? Poor area? 
Amenities? Schools?

So many 
real estate
questions??

?

Call Sean for a complimentary consultation 
and get your questions answered


